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FOR MINTO-BROWN ISLAND PARK, SALEM,OREGON
"Perhaps the most serious obstacle
impeding the evolution of a land ethic
is the fact that our educational and
economic system is headed away from,
rather than toward, an intense
consciousness of land."
--Aldo Leopold
The Land Ethic, 19492
GOALS OF THIS UNIT
Environmental concerns and sustainable resource use are
important public issues today.Students hear about them on
the news, in their homes, and at school.This kit provides
an opportunity for studentsto learn about U.S. agriculture
and environmental protection, and toexercise skills in
problem solving and critical thinking.
GOALS:
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
Increase student awareness of somecurrent land
use issues includingsustainability in agriculture
and wildlife protection.
Provide a local, "real-life" situation (management
of Minto-Brown Park) to challenge students'skills
in cooperative problem solving.
Increase "agriculture literacy", asrecommended by
the Board on Agriculture (National Research
Council (NRC). 1988. Understanding Agriculture:
New Directions for Education.Washington, D.C.:
National Academy Press.)
Provide ideas for incorporating agricultureinto
science projects.
Reinforce the concept of sharing and compromisein
our use of natural resources.3
MINTO-BROWN PARK: A LOCAL EDUCATIONALRESOURCE
ATTRIBUTES OF THIS PARK:
Minto-Brown is a local park encompassing 892 acres
located within the southwest reaches ofSalem city limits.
In addition to having extensiverunning and biking trails,
it is managed as a wildlife refugeproviding a variety of
habitats.Minto-Brown possesses the unique feature of a
commercial farm within a city park, providingpark users the
opportunity to view an agricultural operation upclose as it
changes with the season.
MINTO-BROWN AGRICULTURAL TASK FORCE:
Beginning in 1989, public controversy over the
management of Minto-Brown Island Park,specifically
involving the use of pesticides, prompted theformation of
the Minto-Brown Agricultural Task Force.Task force members
include an agricultural chemicals executive, amember of an
organic growers association, members of the AudubonSociety,
farmers, educators and others.This diverse group of people
(with potentially conflicting agendas) has workedtogether
and learned from one another, setting anexcellent example
for students in dealing with current and future
environmental and :Land use conflicts.
USING THE PARR FOR EDUCATION:
The park can be used for field trips toteach students
about wildlife habitat conservation, ecology,farming
(including some "alternative techniques"), andscientific
research.The park can also provide educational
opportunities in the classroom.For example, the situation
involving the Minto-Brown Agricultural Task Forceprovides
the basis for exploring the variety ofperspectives that
exist concerning farming and pesticide use andthe critical
thinking and compromise that must be a part of"sharing the
land" as a community.4
CONTENTS OF KIT
(This kit can be checked out from the SalemCommunity
Education Office in Salem, Oregon.)
A. A teachers' manual -- This 3-ringbinder includes:
text, discussion questions and answers for theflip-
chart; instructions for all other parts of thekit; and
additional background information for the teacher on
subjects such as sustainability in agriculture and
effects of pesticides on wildlife.
B. A flip-chart -- This poster-size bookletintroduces the
different groups (wildlife, farmers andrecreationists)
that must share the land at Minto Brown Park.It
addresses changes in agriculture in the past century
and how these changes affect humans and the
environment. The discussion questions prepare students
for the role-playing game.Individual pages can be
used as interactive displays.
C. A role-playing activity -- Thisactivity utilizes
cooperative learning to introduce students to some of
the social, environmental, and agriculturalissues
involved in managing a multi-use park.Decision making
and critical thinking skills are emphasized.
D. A habitat game -- This active gameintroduces students
to some of Oregon's wildlife including habitat
requirements.This activity explores animal habitat
found in agricultural land, forests, and wetlands.
Illustrated animal and habitat cards are included.
E. Experiments and other activities--This section
provides information on where to find materials for
agriculture related science projects and how to involve5
students in the research design process.The closure
activity "Design a Future Farm" stimulates creativity
and provides a means for evaluation.
F. Field trip activities -- This section provides
suggestions for what to do while at the park and who to
contact for additional information on field trips.6
USING THIS UNIT: AN OVERVIEW
These materials can be used as a completeunit in a
"Science, Technology and Society" curriculum orindividual
activities may be used alone.The unit contains information
on a variety of topics andactivities so it has been
designed to allow the teacher to easily locate andselect
individual activities and information to use.To facilitate
teacher preparation for this unit, backgroundinformation
and answers to discussion questions areincluded in this
manual for each activity with additionalbackground
information found in the appendices starting on pg150 of
the manual.Explicit instructions for each activity are
included under the individual section headings ofthis
manual.
The introductory activity, SHARING THE EARTHprovides a
hands-on approach to understanding that theland available
for sustaining terrestrial life islimited and must be
shared by people and other living things.This introduction
to the unit provides a "hook" to get studentsinterested in
exploring issues in land use as they see intheir hands the
limited nature of fertile land as a resource.
The FLIP-CHART provides extensive informationand
discussion questions about agriculture, wildlifeprotection,
and other issues related to the management ofMinto-Brown
Park.An outline of the information and conceptscovered in
the flip-chart is included to allow the teacherto select
material to address with the class.I would recommend
discussing some or all of the flip-chart informationbefore
beginning the ROLE-PLAYING ACTIVITY.The FLIP-CHART can
also be used as a reference by students asthey prepare
their presentations for the ROLE-PLAYING ACTIVITY.Most of
the text and discussion questions for theFLIP-CHART can be
found in the teachers' manual.
The HABITAT GAME stands on its own as a toolto teach
students about some of the local (western Oregon)vertebrate7
animals and their habitat requirements.Used in conjunction
with the FLIP-CHART it reinforces the importance ofhabitat
protection for wildlife and addresses how agriculture and
wildlife interact.
Projects from the section on EXPERIMENTS AND OTHER
ACTIVITIES can be used to explore concepts addressedin the
FLIP-CHART and other parts of the kit.
The ROLE-PLAYING ACTIVITY provides a good closure
project if a variety of activities from the kit are
explored.In the ROLE-PLAYING ACTIVITY, students draw upon
what they've learned from the other parts of theunit as
they make decisions and presentations on how to manage a
multi-use city park.8
INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY: SHARING THE EARTH
OBJECTIVES:
Students will appreciate the limited nature of fertile
land for providing habitat for humans, other animals
and plants.
Students practice mathematical skills working "hands-
on" with fractions.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1) Each student begins with a handful of soil.This
handful of soil represents the earth's surface.
(Students can gather soil on a field trip, bring
soil from gardens at home or the teacher can bring
in soil for this project.)
2) Divide the handful of soil into fourths.Set
aside 3/4 of the handful representing the portion
of the earth's surface covered with oceans,
rivers, and lakes.The soil remaining in each
student's hands represents all the land on earth.
3) Divide the remaining handful of soil in half.Set
aside 1/2 of the soil representing the land that
is in desert regions, glacial poles and mountain
peaks where little grows.(There are, however
some interesting plants and animals that manageto
survive in these harsh environments.)
4) Divide the remaining soil into 10 parts.Set
aside 1/10 representing the land covered by
cities, roads and parking lots.The soil
remaining in each student's hands represents the
fertile land that sustains most terrestrial (land
dwelling) life.9
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
Who shares this fraction of the earth's surface
remaining in our hands?
Most terrestrial life on our planet including:
wild plants and animals, domestic animals (such as
livestock), crops and people.
For what is this fraction used?
Wild animals and plants use different parts of
this land for habitat (food, shelter, breeding,
etc.).People use parts of this land for crops
providing food and fiber.We use other parts
(forests) for growing and harvesting trees from
which we make paper, clothes (rayon), houses,
medicines (for example the anti-cancer drug,
taxol, in yew trees), food (for example, nuts from
tropical jungles), and recreation.Wetlands
provide excellent animal habitat for a variety of
species as well as bird-watching and recreational
opportunities for humans.
Is there enough of this fertile land for everyone and
everything that needs it?
Some issues to consider in answering this question
are: extinction of species, starvationin many
countries, disagreements (sometimes leading to
wars) over how to use land or who can use it, and
the rising human population.10
What kinds of things do we need to think about as we
try to manage the land?
This topic is addressed throughout thiskit.
What other resources are shared byliving things on
earth?Make a list of natural resources that maybe
limited.
This list can be quite extensive but a few
examples include: fossil fuels, clean fresh water
(although water is recycled globally, there are
significant localized limitations), space (on
earth, not outer), forests, wetlands,prairies,
croplands, scenery...
Adapted from an activity originally designed bythe National
Wildlife Federation, reprinted by the United States
Department of Agriculture, Soil ConservationService,
1988.11
FLIP-CHART
OBJECTIVES:
By reading and discussing thematerial in the flip-chart,
students will:
1. be able to explain theimportance of wildlife habitat
protection and management,
2. be able to describe how agriculturehas changed in the
past century and list some of the costsand benefits
associated with these changes,
3. be able to explain why farmersand scientists are
looking for farming alternatives,
4. develop some critical evaluationskills through
examining some advantages and disadvantages of
pesticide use, and
5. have the background necessary todiscuss the land
management issues addressed in the roleplaying game.
USING THE FLIP-CHART:
Reading and discussing together as a class.
The flip-chart and text are designed toprovide
information and facilitate discussion on thefollowing
topics: wildlife and habitat, agriculture, andmanagement of
a multi-use 800 acre city park.A large portion of the text
is in the teacher's manual.The flip-chart provides
pictures, highlights major points from the text, and
provides questions to facilitate studentdiscussion.Some
of the questions have fairly short,straight-forward answers
which can be found under flaps on the flipchart.Other
questions are more involved and for theseit may be useful
to list student responses on a largepiece of paper or on12
the chalkboard.Responses to these questions canbe found
in the flip chart text that follows.
Independent study or small group work.
The flip chart pages could also beposted around the
room for students to exploreindependently or in small
groups.Each group could make a shortpresentation from
information on a flip-chart page (andcorresponding pages of
the teachers' manual) and lead adiscussion using questions
from that page.
Introduction and reference for therole-playing activity.
The flip-chart describes thedifferent groups that use
Minto-Brown Park, setting the stage for therole-playing
game.Student responses to flip-chartdiscussion questions
will be useful references whilerole-playing.On page 8 of
the flip-chart, the "Minto-BrownAgricultural Project Task
Force" (which the students will berepresenting in the role-
playing activity) is introduced.
OUTLINE AND CONCEPTS:
(Note: "TM pq" = Teachers' Manual PageNumber; "FC pq" =
Flip-chart Page Number)
I. Non-farming uses of Minto-BrownPark
A. Recreation, public use(TM pg 18, FC pg 1)(Table 1)
Concept:
** There is a variety of recreational andeducational
opportunities at the park.B. Wildlife refuge(TM pg 19, FC pg 2)(Table 2)
1. Animals
Concepts:
** Wildlife at Minto-Brown is protected.
* * Students can identify animals by the "evidence"
the animals leave behind even if studentsdon't
see the animals themselves.
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2. Habitat(TM pg 20, FC pg 3)(Table 3)
Background information for "Find Your Habitat"
classroom game is provided (completeinstructions on TM
pg 94).Flip-chart pgs 2 and 3 may be useful for post-
game discussion.
Concepts:
* *
* *
* *
* *
Animals need specific types of habitat to survive.
Human land use has reduced habitat to thepoint
that remaining wildlife refuges may require
management to ensure survival of a variety of
species.
Minto-Brown provides a variety of habitats for
wildlife.
The way in which an agricultural areais managed
affects the diversity and abundance of wildlife
through its effect on habitat.
2.Wildlife management
Concepts:
** So much animal habitat has been convertedinto
roads, farms, shopping malls etc., that there are
only small areas left for animal habitat.These
small areas (refuges) remaining may not beprime* *
habitat and may need to be carefully managed to
provide native species with all that they need.
Management strategies are discussed.
II. Farming at minto-brown park
A. Why learn about agriculture?
Concepts:
Understanding resource-use issues such as agriculture
is important for everyone, including kids because:
* *
* *
* *
**
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food production is something we all depend on,
the global population continues to increase,
making food production and the limited nature of
our resources increasingly seriousissues,
the way in which farms are managed affects the
environment, and as consumers we have a
significant impact on how farming is done, and
there are many sides to these complex
environmental issues, and with greater awareness
of different perspectives these future adults will
be better prepared to deal with them.
B. Crops are grown for human and wildlife consumption
(TM pg 24, FC pg 4)(Table 4)
Concept:
** In order to use Minto-Brown to grow crops, the
farmer must fill some wildlife habitat
requirements.15
C. Managing for farming andwildlife protection
This topic is also addressed in thediscussion section
of the habitat game.
Concept:
** There are tradeoffs involved in managing apark
for these different uses.
III. U.S. agriculture
A. Changes in farming in the last 200 years:costs and
benefits (TM pg 26, FC pg 5) (Table 5)
Concepts:
* *
* *
* *
* *
Farming has changed in the last two centuries.
These changes have costs and benefits.
High yields and a relatively inexpensive food
supply are two of the benefits.
Erosion and water pollution are two of the costs.
Modern agriculture is highly dependent on a
continuous, cheap supply of energy.The fossil
fuel reserves we depend upon are limited.
B. Evaluation of a controversialfarming tool, pesticides
(TM pg 31, FC pg 6)(Table 6)
Concepts:
** Different sides of this significant "Science,
Technology and Society" issue are explored.
1. What is a "pest"?
Concept:
** Pests can cause significant damage to cropsmaking
produce unfit to eat.16
* * The terms "pest" and "weed" are somewhat
artificial.A weed to one person is a salad
ingredient to another.There is no botanical
definition for a weed.
2. What are pesticides and where are they used?
Concepts:
** Pesticides are one tool for controlling pests that
damage crops.Pesticides are used in many places,
not just on farms.
3. Risks and benefits of pesticide use
Concept:
* *
* *
* *
There are many sides to the pesticide issue, these
chemicals are not "all good" or "all bad".
Pesticides are often effective in the short run
for removing pests.
Ecological concerns about heavy pesticide use
include development of resistance to pesticides by
pests and removal of natural predators which
reduce the effectiveness of pesticides.
4. Improving pesticide safety
Concept:
** The way in which pesticides are handled affects
the risks associated with their use.
5. Farming alternatives (TM pg 40, FC pg 7)(Table 7)
Concepts:
** Pesticides are not the only way to manage pests in
farming.* * Because of environmental, health and economic
concerns, scientists and farmers are working on
ways to minimize purchased pesticide (and
fertilizer) needs.
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IV. Conflicts in managing multi-use areas (TM pg 45, FC pg
8)(Table 8)These last two sections (A and B) address the
situation at Minto-Brown Park, describe the agricultural
task force and provide an introduction to the ROLE-PLAYING
ACTIVITY.
Concept:
** Minto-Brown Park, Oregon, the U.S., and the world
can all be viewed as "multi-use areas".There can
often be conflict when different people,
organizations and wildlife all need or want to use
the same piece of land.
A. Disagreement on management of Minto-Brown Park.
Concept:
** The recent controversy over pesticide use in the
park is addressed.
B. The Minto-Brown Agricultural Task Force.
Concepts:
** The different groups represented in the task force
are introduced.
** Using the collective knowledge of people with a
variety of backgrounds and viewpoints can be
beneficial for solving land use disagreements.18
FLIP-CHART: TEXT
Parts or all of the following text can beread aloud and
discussed with students as they follow along with theflip-
chart.Instructions for the teacher are underlined. (Note:
"TM pg" = Teachers' Manual Page Number;"FC pg" = Flip-chart
Page Number)
Start with page 1 of the flip-chart. (Table1)
I. Non-farming uses of Minto-BrownPark.
A. Recreation, public use
Minto-Brown Island Park is a large city parklocated
along the river at the southwest edge ofSalem.
Have any of you been there?What was it like?What
did you do/see there?
Page 1 of the flip-chart (Table 1) showspictures of some of
the recreational activities at the park.A few are
explained below.
Top middle of FC page: Safety volunteersat the park.
These people carry radios and patrol the parkto help
keep the trails safe from dawn to dusk.
Middle of FC page: What are the students doing?
These Salem school students are participatingin
the late summer harvest by digging potatoeswith
the farmer at the park.Call the Salem Community
Relations Department (399-3074) if students are
interested in participating in this activity.19
Bottom of FC page: What is the strange brown platform
by the river?
It is a bird blind to hide in while watching for
birds. Look under the flap on the flip chart.
Turn to page 2 of the flip-chart. (Table 2)
B. Wildlife refuge
This park is managed as a wildlife refuge and there are
many kinds of plants and animals livingthere.
What is a wildlife refuge?
A place set aside primarily to provide habitat for
wildlife and plants.
Why do we need wildlife refuges?
Because humans have changed the land in so many
places to meet the needs of people, there aren't
many places left for many animals (loss of
habitat).
1. Animals
FC pct 2 (Table 2) shows some of the animals that live at
Minto-Brown and the tracks or other evidence ( "clues ") some
of them may leave behind.Note: Habitat requirements for
these animals (and more) are explored in the habitat game.
When visiting the park, if you are lucky, you might see
a great blue heron while you hide in thebird blind.20
Some of the animals at the park are "nocturnal",which
means they prefer to come out at night tofind their
food.You might not actually see the animals, but they
leave clues!If you are clever, you can identify many
animals by what they have left behind.
What kind of evidence might animals leave?Have you
seen any evidence of wildlife atMinto-Brown?What
animals left the clues at the bottom of pg 2 of the
flip-chart?
1. Deer tracks; 2. Raccoon tracks; 3. Great blue
heron tracks; 4. Tree cut down by a beaver; and 5.
Squirrel nest in a tree branch.
2. Habitat
Turn to pg 3 of the flip-chart. (Table 3)
What is habitat? (answer under flip-chart flap)
An area that meets an animal's basic food, shelter
and breeding requirements.
What different types of habitat does Minto-Brown
provide for animals?
The forested areas provide homes for fox,
raccoons, beavers and black-tailed deer.The
river is used as a migrating route for many birds.
The open agricultural fields provide a resting
spot and food source for the Canada geese and
ducks that come through in the winter.Hedgerows
provide shelter and food for many animals.21
(Note:The agricultural area at Minto-Brown Park
is most similar to Agricultural Habitat # 2 in the
game "Find Your Habitat".)
In the wetland areas of the park you can see great
blue herons, several species of ducks, frogs and
newts, the western pond turtle and the painted
turtle.The number of these turtles living in the
Willamette Valley is decreasing because their
habitat is decreasing, so we are lucky to have
them living in the park.
Why are some of these habitat types diminishing in size
and abundance nation-wide?
This is a good time to break from the flip-chart and
play the habitat game.In this game, students either
have an animal card or a habitat card.The "animals"
must find a habitat that meets their food, shelter and
breeding requirements.This game teaches students
about local animals and the importance of protecting a
diversity of habitats.(Complete instructions and
discussion questions can be found on TM pgs 102-110.)
3. Wildlife Management
The people who manage the park work hard at preserving
habitat for the animals and plants while providing
trails and limited roads for human use and enjoyment.
Why do people need to "manage" wildlife at all?Why
not just leave it alone?
People have changed so much animal habitat into
roads, farms, shopping malls, homes, mines,
grazing lands, etc. that there are only small22
areas left for wild animal habitat.These small
areas (refuges) remaining may not beprime
habitat, they may not provide for a very wide
variety of animals, and as in the case of Minto-
Brown, the land may need to be shared with humans.
Biologists and ecologists study the needs of various
animals and how they interact with the ecosystem in
which they live.Managers use that information to
improve habitat and to guide human use of the land to
have a minimal and/or positive impact on wildlife.
What are some possible habitat management strategies
for providing good wildlife habitat?
Leave snags (dead trees) for animal homes.Keep
humans concentrated in certain areas and out of
other areas to give animals "privacy".Leave
downed logs and brushy areas for wildlife cover
and homes.Leave hedgerows between farm fields to
give animals cover as they travel from one part of
the park to another.Maintain a diversity of
habitat types.
How might one animal species impact other animals'
habitat?(Don't forget humans; we're animals too.)
Examples: Beaver change an area when they dam up a
stream. Geese impact an area when large flocks
come down to eat, and trample the grass down to
mud.Humans drain wetlands, build roads, cut
trees, etc.23
II. Farming at Minto-Brown Park
There is another feature of Minto-Brown that makesit
unique as a city park.It is something you don't
usually see in a city... FARMING!
Are any of your parents farmers?What do they raise?
A. Why learn about agriculture?
Why do people in the city need to know aboutfarming?
** Food production is something we all depend on(and
sometimes take for granted).
** People are asking a lot of questions lately about
how we can grow enough food for an expanding
global population.
** The way in which farms are managed affects the
environment.
** We read and hear a lot these days about concerns
relating to pesticide use;it is good to get a
more complete picture of thedifferent sides of
the issue as a basis for evaluating the situation.
** As true for many aspects of modern life,
agriculture depends on limited resources (fossil
fuels, water, certain fertilizer ingredients).
Because supplies of these resources are limited,
we probably can't keep using them as freelyin
future as we do now.As you all get older you
will need to be thinking of new ways to do various
tasks including raising food.* *
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As consumers we have a huge impact on how farming
is done.If we demand flawless fruits and
vegetables farmers are often pressured into using
more pesticides.On the other hand, if we are
willing to pay more for food that is grown without
pesticides, then more farmers can afford to
explore alternatives to pesticides.
These topics are explored throughout the unit.
For the people who live in cities it gets easy to
forget where our food comes from.When asked where
milk and eggs come from, many folks will say "the
grocery store!" instead of "cows and chickens".
Because city people are so removed from where their
food is grown, many people who visit Minto-Brown
appreciate the chance to see a farming operation in
progress as they jog or bicycle by.It's interesting
to see how crops are planted in the spring, how weeds
are cultivated between rows, and how the crops are
harvested in late summer.
Turn to page 4 of the flip chart. (Table 4)
B. Crops grown for human and wildlife consumption
What crops are grown at Minto-Brown park? (See pictures
of crops at the top of FC pg 4.(Table 4) Students can
look under flaps for crop names.)
Ken Iverson and his family mainly grow potatoes
for chipping but they also grow sweet corn for
canning.Next time you get a bag of chips you may
be eating potatoes that came from the fields of
Minto-Brown park!25
As part of his rent payment to use the farmland in
the park, Mr. Iverson plants wildlife feed crops
in the fall.He plants field corn and proso
millet (a small grain) for the geese and ducks
that come in the winter, and wheat for quail,
pheasant, and other birds.The geese also eat the
potatoes left after a late harvest. (See pictures
on flip-chart.)
C. Managing for farming and wildlife protection
This topic is also addressed in the discussion section of
the habitat game.
Since the farmer provides winter food for the birds
would it be good to plow and plant crops on more of the
land at Minto-Brown?What would be gained?What would
be lost?(There are usually trade-offs.)
Some animal habitat would be lost because trees,
brush and logs would need to be removed or ponds
drained to increase farm fields.
If hedgerows (see picture of agricultural land on
FC pg 3)(Table 3) were removed animals would not
have safe "corridors" to run through to get from
one protected area to another.Running across
fields they would be exposed to predators.
On the other hand, the farmer might be able to
produce more food with larger fields.It may be
more efficient to move farm machinery around
without hedgerows full of bushes and trees between
fields.26
Turn to page 5 of the flip-chart. (Table 5)
III. U.S. Agriculture
A. Changes in farming in the last 200 years: Costs and
benefits
To help us understand farming at Minto-Brown, let's
back up and look at how farming has changed through the
years and what may be some positive andnegative
aspects of these changes.
Discuss data regarding changes in U.S. Agriculture on flip-
chart pg 5.(Table 5)
What portion of Americans are farmers now? (answer
under flap on flip-chart)
As of 1992, 2% of the U.S. population were
farmers.
The percentage of farmers in the U.S. has been
decreasing while the general population that they
provide food for is increasing.
On flip-chart:
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, in
1991 U.S. farmers (on average) each grew enough to feed
128 people, 94 in the U.S. and 34 abroad (ACA Ed.
Found. 1992).
In the past, many people lived on farms and raised part
or all of the food they ate.Now, however, a very
small group of people grows food for everyone else in
the U.S.27
Dramatic increases in crop yields per acre have made it
possible to have relatively few people growing food in
the U.S.For example:(on flip-chart) Corn yields
have increased from 28 bushels/acre in 1800 to 118
bushels/acre in 1985 (USDA 1987).
On flip-chart:
What changes in agriculture have made it possible to
have fewer farmers and yet grow more food in the U.S.
now than in the past?
Students can look at the four photos at the bottom of flip-
chart N7 5 (Table 5) and discuss what changes these pictures
represent and how they might increase yields and decrease
the numbers of farmers required to produce food.
These changes include:
Development and use of crop varieties which
produce high yields, especially with large inputs
of fertilizer and pesticides (and under certain
circumstances, irrigation). (See picture of
scientist holding potato plants in flasks.)
Increasing time and labor efficiency by planting a
single crop in big fields (monoculture), rather
than many different crops. (See bottom left
Picture.)
The use of big machinery powered by fossil fuels
rather than humans or animals. (See middle
picture.)
Development and use of manufactured fertilizers
and pesticides.(See plane spraying a field,
bottom right.)28
In what way are these changes beneficial?What are
some problems that have developed (or may develop in
the future) as a result of modern farming practices?
This is not a simple question with clear-cut answers!This
may be a good opportunity to discuss problemswith absolute
labels such as "good" and "bad" as students evaluate some of
the changes in agriculture.
A few of the costs and benefits of modern agricultural
practices are listed on the next page.This list is not
exhaustive but provides a start for examining this complex
issue.Following the list is additional information on some
of the costs.Current U.S. Agricultural Practices:
Benefits:
**We have a relatively
constant, abundant food
supply in the U.S. (We
are so accustomed to this
that many people take
this for granted.)
**A variety of products
are available year round.
**We have cheap food.
People in developing
countries often spend
over 50% of their income
on food.On average,
people in U.S. spend <
15% of their income
(after taxes) on food
(USDA 1987).
**Farmers can grow food
with minimal manual labor
for most crops.
Costs:
**Transportation of food,
reliance on heavy
machinery on the farm,
and production and
application of
agricultural chemicals
requires energy. The
fossil fuels that provide
this energy are non-
renewable and the supply
is limited (see
discussion, next page).
**Soil erosion continues
to be a significant
problem in many parts of
the U.S. (see discussion,
next page).
**Pollution of ground
water and surface water
(rivers, lakes, etc.)
with fertilizers and
pesticides occurs in many
places across the country
(see discussion, next
page) .
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Erosion:Topsoil is a vital resource for farmers.
Most of the soil creatures responsible for recycling
nutrients live in this layer.Yet we are losing this
resource;according to 1977 estimates, 2 billion tons
of topsoil are washed off U.S. cropland each year (USDA
and SCS 1981),This is enough soil to bury the city of
Salem 42 feet deep!
Why is erosion a problem?
Fertile soil is necessary to grow healthy crops.
In many places soil is not being formed as fast as
it is eroding.In addition, the soil that washes
off fields causes problems by clogging up drainage
ditches, filling lakes and reservoirs and
polluting drinking water supplies.The muddier
the water, the more expensive it is to treat for
drinking.
Water Pollution: In the past, many people assumed that
pesticides would not move from farm fields into ground
water.However, recent studies, nationally and in
Oregon have found that farm chemicals are making their
way into ground water, lakes and rivers.Right now,
the amounts of pesticides found in public wells are
generally far below levels of human health concern set
by E.P.A.However, people are concerned that if
pesticide use continues to increase the contamination
problem could worsen.In addition, we don't know
everything about the long term effects of exposure to
very small amounts of these chemicals.31
Energy: Like other aspects of modern life, agriculture
is dependent on a cheap supply of fossil fuels.When
the supply of oil and natural gas gets very low it will
become too expensive to keep farming the way we do
today.Some people estimate that the proven reserves'
of oil and natural gas will only last until about the
middle of the 21st century.As of late 1988, it was
estimated that the world's supply of oil would only
last for another 41 years and the supply of natural gas
for another 58 years (World Resources 1990).
"Proven reserves" refers to the amount that can be
extracted economically given our current technology.
Do you think anybody is trying to solve these problems?
Farmers and scientists are researching
possibilities for decreasing these problems, but
there are few easy solutions (see FC pg 7 for
farming alternatives that may reduce some of these
problems). (Table 7)
B. Evaluation of a controversial farming tool, pesticides
Turn to page 6 of the flip-chart. (Table 6)
1. What is a "pest"?
What is a "pest"?
In agriculture, a pest is something that is
eating, rotting or competing with the crop the
farmer is trying to grow.See top of flip-chart
page 6 for examples of pests on crops. (Table 6)
The top left picture shows a field with mustard32
growing in a square that was left unsprayed.The
middle picture shows a fungus attacking peaches.
The picture on the right shows where a looper
caterpillar has eaten holes in a cabbage head.
Farmers, gardeners and homeowners all talk about
"pests" and "weeds".However, it is difficult to make
an absolute list of which plants and animals are pests
and which are not.
What about dandelions?Some folks think they are
"weeds" that must be sprayed with pesticides or dug up.
Others make salads, wine, or bouquets from them.
A common, working definition for a weed is: (look under
flap on top left side of FC pg 6)(Table 6) a plant
growing where you don't want it.It has also been
defined as "...A plant whose virtues have not yet been
discovered." (Emerson, Fortune of the Republic, 1878)
So,... if you have a rose bush growing in a corn field,
is it a weed?
The following story is about a farmer who has made
peace with at least one "weed species".
************************************************************
Putting a Weed to Work:
One farmer in Oregon wanted to plant a winter cover
crop but was having trouble with chickweed (see picture, top
left of FC pg 6).Instead of trying to fight this weed with
herbicides or cultivation, this farmer decided to encourage
it to grow.Like most plants that get labeled "weeds", the33
chickweed didn't require much encouragement!At the end of
the winter it was harvested and sold as a fancy salad
ingredient for a very good price.This particular "weed"
doesn't grow well during Oregon's dry summer months so it
didn't cause problems for the farmer's summer crop.
************************************************************
This is a great success story about an innovative
farmer that was able to make use of a plant that some
folks would call a weed. However, in many cases there
does not appear to be any good way to use a weed and it
may seriously interfere with growing a crop.(See
pictures of pest-damaged crops top of FC pg 6.)(Table
6)Using pesticides is one way to deal with the
problem of pests.
2.What are pesticides and where are they used?
What are pesticides?Where are they used? Look under
right flap on FC pg 6.(Table 6)
Pesticides are chemicals used to kill or check the
growth of "pests".Pesticides are used on farms,
in parks, in forests, on lawns, on gardens, and in
homes.
Where are the following pesticides used and what are
they designed to control?
HERBICIDES--kill plants.They are used in lawns,
gardens, along roadsides, in parks (to control
poison ivy or blackberry which tend to invade) and
on farms.34
INSECTICIDES--kill insects.They are used to
control ants, roaches and wasps around the house,
and insects on house plants, in the garden and on
farms.
RODENTICIDES--kill mice and rats in the home and
on the farm.
FUNGICIDES--kill or check the growth of fungi
(mold, mushrooms, rust, rot etc.).They are used
to kill mold in the house, to control athletes
foot, and in orchards and farms.
3. Risks and Benefits associated with pesticide use
In spite of all the pesticides used currentlyin the
United States, it is estimated that 37% of crop
production is still lost to insects, weeds, and
disease.This is a slightly larger percentage than was
lost in the 1940's before pesticides were used heavily
(Pimentel, et al. 1991)!
With the technology of chemicals, why aren't losses to
pests decreasing?
After students have had an opportunity to express their
ideas on the answer to this question, the class can discuss
the diagrams at the bottom of FC pg 6 (Table 6) illustrating
two ossible answers to this uestion. Information below -
#1 and #2 - can be paraphrased for students.)The first two
answers below address important ecologicalconcepts
underlying some basic problems we encounter in trying to
"manage the land" using chemicals as the main tool.
1) Natural pest controls such as insect predators and
parasites are very important to agriculture.This35
natural control is diminished when pesticides kill
the pest's enemies. (See food web, bottom right on
FC pg 6.)(Table 6)Planting only one type of
crop and spraying large amounts of pesticides year
after year can result in an insect community that
consists of mostly herbivores (insects that eat
plants such as the crop).Often the "beneficial"
insect populations (predators and parasites that
live on pests) are more hurt by pesticides than
the insect "pests" themselves.This is true, in
part, because immediately after a field is sprayed
it becomes very difficult for the predators to
find food, while the herbivores ("pests") that
survive continue to have the crop available as a
food supply.(Although they probably don't impact
pest populations, important pollinators can also
can be killed by pesticides.)
What other animals (in addition to insects) eat
insect pests?
Birds, toads, frogs, fish, bats and others.
How might pesticides affect these other animals?
If insecticides are sprayed aerially near
wetlands, these chemicals can drift into the
wetland and diminish an important food supply
(adult aquatic insects and larvae) for many
animals such as ducklings, frogs, fish.
Animals may get sick and/or die if they eat
insects or grain sprayed with certain types
of pesticides. (For more information on the
effects of pesticides on wildlife see
Appendix 2.)36
Predator/prey relationships and food webs are also explored
in the Habitat Game and in the Soil Life Activity.
2) It is estimated that approximately 900 pest
species are resistant to at least one pesticide
world wide (Mallet 1989) See bottom left diagram
on FC pg 6.(Table 6)"Resistance" refers to
genetic resistance in which some organisms are
naturally (genetically) more resistant to a
particular pesticide than others of the same
species.The pests that are naturally resistant
to a given pesticide are more likely to survive
after spraying than the pests that are naturally
more susceptible.Over time, the resistant
insects leave more offspring than the susceptible
insects and the farmer must use larger amounts of
pesticides to kill this "new" population of
resistant insects.Because the beneficial insects
(predators and parasites) have such small
populations relative to the pests, the beneficial
insects are less likely to develop pesticide
resistance.This compounds the problem of loss of
natural control addressed above.
3) Whole regions may be planted with just one or two
crop varieties.Because of this uniformity, large
areas may be susceptible to devastating pest
outbreaks.This crop uniformity is common now
because pesticides are often substituted for other
pest control strategies such as crop rotation.
4) Standards for what is considered a loss are
higher; we demand perfect fruits and vegetables
with no insect or fungus damage, so reported
losses may be higher today than historically.37
There are many different pesticides available, and each
product has its own set of risks and benefits.Make a
list of some of the general risks and benefits involved
in using pesticides.
It would be helpful to write answers to this question on a
piece of newsprint and tack it up in the classroom; students
may want to refer to this during the role - playing game.
On the following two pages is a list of some potential risks
and benefits associated with pesticide use.Risks of Pesticides
Some are toxic to humans.
People may be exposed
during production and
application.Some
pesticides may seep into
ground water.
Some are toxic to
wildlife; certain
chemicals are not to be
used near wetlands or
waterways for this
reason.
They are becoming
increasingly expensive
for the farmer.
Chemicals applied by
planes can drift to non-
target areas where they
may damage native plants,
wildlife or other crops.
Insecticides may kill
natural predators, such
as predatory wasps, which
are important in
controlling pest
populations naturally.
Benefits of Pesticides
Often they are very
effective in the short
run and maintain crop
yields through reducing
competition with weeds
and killing insects and
pathogens (bacteria and
viruses) that damage the
crop.
They dramatically
decrease human labor
costs which are generally
higher than the short
term expense of chemical
controls.
They help to keep food
costs low (see above two
benefits).
They can be useful in
reducing disease vectors
(animals like rats and
mosquitos that transmit
infectious diseases) in
the short run but lose
effectiveness if used
continually'.
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Risks of Pesticides cont.
They may affect non-
target organisms in the
soil and above ground
that may be
agriculturally important,
such as earthworms and
bees.
By becoming dependent on
this one tool, farmers
lose other management
skills for dealing with
pests.
Resistance' to a
pesticide develops in
plants, insects, and
fungi reducing or
eliminating the
effectiveness of the
chemical over time.
Benefits of Pesticides
cont.
Certain erosion
management techniques
leave crop residue which
can harbor fungal and
insect "pests".
Pesticides are useful in
reducing these problems
and to kill cover crops
in the spring before the
main crop is planted.
They may help in reducing
levels of "natural"
toxins produced by fungi
in foods.For example,
aflatoxin is a potent
carcinogen produced by a
fungus and is sometimes
found in peanut butter.
They assist in reducing
the amount of spoilage in
storage.
They help to improve the
appearance of produce
(fewer spots and less
rot) allowing the farmer
to get a better price for
the crop.
This refers to genetic resistance. See explanation on TM
mi 36 and FC log 6.(Table 6)40
4. Improving pesticide safety
What are some ways by which people in cities and on
farms can reduce the potential risks involved in using
pesticides?
* *
Wear appropriate protection for the type of
chemical being applied.
Avoid aerial spraying when possible.
Avoid spraying near waterways (marshes, rivers,
lakes etc.).
Use the lowest amount and least toxic chemical
available.
Properly label pesticide containers and put them
where they won't be accidentally eaten by pets or
children.
Use a variety of methods (rather than chemicals
alone) to control pests (see section below on
farming alternatives to protect people and the
environment).
Turn to flip-chart page 7.(Table 7)
5. Farming alternatives
For more information on "alternative" or "sustainable"
agriculture, see Appendix 3.41
Some farmers and scientists are trying to develop and
use "farming alternatives".
What does the word "alternative" mean?See top right
of FC pg 7.(Table 7)
An alternative is: another choice, a different way
of doing things.
Scientists and farmers are investigating practical ways
to farm that may be better for the environment, farmers
and consumers than a heavy reliance on chemicals.
In fact, according to the Iowa Farm and Rural Life Poll
taken in 1989, > 3/4 of Iowa farmers think that modern
farming relies too heavily on manufactured chemical
pesticides and fertilizers (Williams 1991).
People have a wide range of ideas for farming
alternatives, ranging from returning to the use of
horse-power to using high-tech computers and
satellites!On page 7 of the flip-chart (Table 7) you
can see some of the interesting techniques people have
devised to reduce our reliance on manufactured farm
chemicals and reduce environmental and human health
costs associated with farming.
Students can discuss the farming alternatives described on
FC pg 7 (Table 7) and the costs and benefits that may be
associated with these alternatives.Students can also try
to devise some alternative ideas of their own (see also the
activity "Design a Future Farm" on TM pg 128).Brief
descriptions and discussion questions for the alternatives
pictured on the flip-chart are listed on the following TM
page.42
1. Remote sensing and computers:
Just like people, individual trees have different
nutrient requirements.If a farmer sprays an entire
orchard with enough fertilizer for the biggest trees,
the orchard may be over-fertilized.
What is wrong with over-fertilization?
It can pollute ground water, streams and lakes, it
wastes energy (manufacturing chemical fertilizer
requires large amounts of energy) and it can lead
to more fruit rot in storage.
How can computers and satellites help with this
problem?See what students can figure out from looking
at the top left picture on FC pq 7.(Table 7)
This is an aerial infrared photo of an orchard
(colors are computer enhanced).The different
colors map the different fertilizer needs for each
tree in the orchard.A computer in the fertilizer
truck reads this map and releases the right amount
of fertilizer for each tree.
How do you think the computer knows which tree it is
"feeding" (i.e. where it is on the map)?
This is when the space satellite is used.The
satellite beams information down to the computer
on the fertilizer truck.This tells the computer
exactly where the truck is in the field.The
computer matches this information up with the
information on the colored "photo map".This
strategy allows the farmer to "feed" each tree the
right amount of fertilizer so less fertilizer is
wasted.43
2. Biological control:
As discussed before on FC pg 6 (Table 6), maintaining a
complete food web with predator and parasite insects in
addition to herbivore (plant eating) insects is
important to keep farm pests under control.
What would happen if an insect that ate potato plants
was brought into Oregon from another part of the world?
It may not have any natural predators in Oregon so
it could become a serious problem for farmers.
What would you do if you were a farmer or scientist and
you needed to solve this problem?
One of the ways people deal with this type of
problem is to have scientists go to the animal's
native home and try to find the insect's natural
predators.After much testing (to try to ensure
that the predator won't become a pest itself) the
predator can be brought back to control the pest.
On the flip-chart (middle right) are pictures of some
biological control agents that people can order from
insectaries for farms and gardens.
Look under flap on flip-chart for more information about
these biological control agents.
3. Integrated pest management (I.P.M.):
This management technique is growing in popularity with
farmers and landscapers.I.P.M. involves using a
variety of pest control tactics rather than relying
only on pesticides.Crop rotation and biological
control can be part of an I.P.M. plan.I.P.M. also
includes scouting for insect pests and counting them44
(see picture, bottom right of flip-chart).The farmer
only sprays pesticides when the insect pest population
builds to a level that would cause severe economic
problems above the cost of the spray (economic
threshold).
4. Crop rotations: (Not pictured on flip-chart.)
By planting a different crop in a given field each year
a farmer can often reduce or eliminatemanufactured
pesticide inputs.This technique works, in part, by
breaking pest cycles.For example, an insect pest that
eats only corn may lay its eggs in corn residue left in
the field in the fall.If a different (non-host) crop
is planted the following year the emerging larvae will
have nothing to eat and will not survive to lay eggs
for the next year.
Crop rotation is not a new idea.This has been a vital
farm management tool for a long time.However, many
farmers now substitute pesticides for crop rotation.
5. Cover crops: (See picture on left of flip-chart.)
Researchers and the farmer at Minto-Brown are working
on some cover crop experiments.A cover crop is
usually planted in the "off-season" when the field
would otherwise be bare.
Why might farmers and scientists be interested in cover
crops?
Cover crops help to decrease soil erosion,
minimize fertilizer losses from a field, provide
food for wildlife, add organic matter to the soil,
and fix nitrogen from the air (if legumes, such as
clover, are planted) providing nutrients for the
next crop.45
Cooperation between the farmer and the scientists makes
this type of research possible.
How do people visiting the park benefit from having
research on farming alternatives in the park?
In addition to helping with the cover crop research at
the park, the farmer at Minto-Brown uses I.P.M. to
minimize purchased farm chemical inputs.
Turn to page 8 of the flip chart. (Table 8)
IV.Conflicts in managing multi-use areas.
As our global population continues to grow, we all need
to deal with resource management issues on a small or
large scale.
What are some resource use conflicts on a global scale?
Deforestation in the tropics.
Use of drift nets in the high seas.
What are some resource-use conflicts in the U.S.?
Off-shore drilling for oil.
Whether or not to drill for oil in Alaska National
Wildlife Refuge.
Wetland protection vs draining.
What are some resource-use conflicts in Oregon?
How much of the forest to cut and how fast it can
be cut.
How much of the state budget should go towards
education.46
What are some resource-use conflicts in your class?
Sharing lab equipment, playground equipment,
pencil sharpeners, special classroom areas and the
teacher's time.
A. Disagreement on Management of Minto-Brown Park
Minto-Brown is another example of a multi-use area with
a history of conflicts over how to manage the
resources.
It's really great to have a park so close by that has
wild animals, trails for human recreation, and
commercial farming all in one place.HOWEVER, it can
be quite difficult to manage a park like this and still
meet the needs of everyone that makes use of it!
What would be challenging about trying to meet the
needs of recreationists, wildlife and a farming
operation on the same piece of land?This question
will be explored more thoroughly in the role playing
game to follow.
Recently, a citizens' group brought up concerns about
pesticides being sprayed in Minto-Brown park.The
group was worried about the potential effects of these
chemicals on the farmer, wildlife, and recreationists.
The citizens group recommended that the use of
pesticides in the park be stopped.
However, immediately halting pesticide use in the park
would be quite difficult for the farmer.This is
because much of modern farming is currently dependent
on the use of this tool.The situation was a complex
one needing further investigation...47
B. The Minto-Brown Agricultural Task Force.
Since it was not immediately clear what should be done
in the park, a group was formed to examine and discuss
all sides of the issue.This group bears the
impressive title of the "Minto-Brown Agricultural
Project Task Force".The job for these people was to
figure out how to best meet the needs of all the park
users.
On the bottom of FC pg 8 (Table 8)are pictures symbolizing
some groups represented by the task force.Read the
captions under the pictures and ask students the following
questions:
Do you think the members of these groups agreed
immediately on how farming and education in the park
should be done?Why or why not?
Part of what makes this group especially important is
the fact that the members don't all have the same
background and don't all see things the same way.
What is good about the diversity represented in this
task force?
With this diversity, each member can bring up new
ideas and information that others with different
backgrounds might not have known or cared about.
What would you do about managing Minto-Brown Park if
you were in their shoes?
In the following role-playing game you will get to
make the decisions on managing Minto-Brown Park.48
Table 1: Recreation at Minto-Brown49
Table 2:Wildlife at Minto-Brown50
Table 3:Animal Habitat at Minto-Brown51
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ROLE-PLAYING ACTIVITY: PESTICIDES IN THE PARK!
OBJECTIVES:
This activity is appropriate for 6th graders and
problem solving groups.The challenge to students in this
cooperative learning exercise is to: 1) research and defend
different viewpoints pertaining to farming and pesticide use
in a city park and 2) work towards consensus on how to
manage Minto-Brown (a multi-use park) to serve the community
and wildlife, taking into consideration the concerns of
different groups within the community.This activity
provides an opportunity for students to wrestle with a
current, complex social / environmental / agricultural issue
as they read about and assume the roles of people with
conflicting opinions.Although students will be discussing
management of a city park, the situation at this diverse
park can serve as a model for land use problems faced on a
broader scale.
PREPARATION:
This activity will be most effective if students have
had an introduction to the following topics:The situation
at Minto-Brown Park; pesticide risks and benefits; and
animal habitat requirements.This introductory material can
be presented using part or all of the flip-chart and the
habitat game.A field trip to Minto-Brown Park before or
after this activity would also be beneficial but not
essential.
Students may wish to do additional research (beyond the
information given in this activity) in preparation for their
committee presentations for the class.To facilitate this
process, additional reference materials on the following
topics can be checked out from the local library in advance:
pesticide safety and testing, sustainability in agriculture,57
and effects of farming on wildlife.
Make photocopies of Committee Game Packets. (see pg 60
for details)
VOCABULARY:
(See glossary, pg 162 for definitions.)
Alternatives Ecosystem Rural
Committee Fossil fuels Sustainable
Consumers Habitat Pesticides
Contaminate Herbicide Wildlife-
corridor58
GENERAL TIMING AND GAME FLOW:
(Detailed instructions begin on pg 60.)
This activity works best as a week-long activity with 1-2
hours set aside each day to work on it.
Day 1:(45 min.)
Introduce activity, divide class into 5 committees and
hand out Viewpoint Papers.Each committee assumes the
role of a different task force member:The farmer at
Minto-Brown, an agricultural chemicals executive, a
parks and recreation manager, a member of a wildlife
protection agency, or a member of an organic growers
association.Within each committee, students read,
highlight and discuss the viewpoint paper for the task
force member their committee represents.
Day 2:(1 hr.)
Hand out Management Recommendations Worksheets.Within
each committee, students:1) answer the questions on
the worksheets;2) discuss the task force member's
perspective on the various social, environmental and
agricultural issues involved in managing the park; and
3) decide upon recommendations for managing the park.
Day 3:(1-3 hrs.)
Each committee plans (and if desired, conducts
additional research for) their presentation to be given
to the class for the task force meeting.This may
include making posters and gathering other visual
materials to make their presentations convincing.59
Day 4:(1.5 hrs.)
The whole class holds a meeting during which each
committee presents and defends its recommendations for
managing the park (8-10 minutes for each presentation).
The different committees ask questions and discuss
conflicts and differences of opinion on how the park
should be managed.
Homework:(20 min.)
Students reflect on differences between committees
brought out in the presentations and write down the
recommendations they can and cannot accept and ideas
for compromise.
Day 5:(1 hr.)
The class discusses their ideas for compromise to reach
some type of consensus on how to manage the park.
After the meeting there will be a discussion period to
talk about the students' experiences during the role
playing game and the new perspectives they may have
after doing the activity.INSTRUCTIONS:
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(For general overview and timing see previous two pages.)
Getting started:
1.Divide the class into 5 committees.Each committee
represents a different task force member.Give each
committee the Viewpoint Papers from the game packet specific
to the organization or individual they represent. For
groups that thrive on extra challenges, the "Farmer Packet"
or "Organic Growers' Association Packets" would be most
appropriate as they contain fairly complex concepts.The
other packets are more straightforward.
(Pgs 67-101 of this manual can be photocopied to make
packets)
Each Committee Game Packet should contain:
A. Viewpoint Papers, (one for each student in the
committee) to provide background information on the
task force member the committee will berepresenting.
B. Management Recommendations Sheets, (one set per
committee) with questions to guide committees through
discussion and presentation preparations.
C. Name tags, to identify which viewpoint the committee is
representing. (Name tag masters are included.Students
can use masking tape to attach name tags.)
(It may be helpful to write the following hints for
cooperative learning on the board.)61
Hints for successful cooperative learning:
1. Before asking the teacher a question, ask the members
of your group;they might have the answer.
2. Take turns talking and listen to what your group
members are saying even if you don't agree with them.
It is important to respect differing opinions.
3. Each student has a special job to benefit the committee
in this activity.(These can be assigned at the
beginning of the game by the teacher or chosen by
students.)
A. RECORDER(S):write(s) down important points
from discussion and answers to questions on
the committee's Management Recommendation
Worksheets.
B. PRESENTERS: (can be entire group) give a
short presentation to the rest of the class
about the committee's viewpoints and
recommendations.
C. TASK MASTER:if discussion starts to stray
from the topic or if the committee gets
bogged down on one question, this person
works at keeping the committee focused.
D. ENCOURAGER:gives support to the different
viewpoints expressed by committee members and
encourages positive comments as well as
constructive criticism from committee
members.62
Establishing new identities:
2.Students put on their name tags and read the Viewpoint
Paper for the task force member their committee represents.
Students can take turns reading aloud to their committee,
highlight important points and write notes in the margins as
they discuss what their new identity is and what they
believe in.
Committee discussions:
3.After reading and digesting the opinions in their
viewpoint papers, students are ready to discuss with their
committee members how they think Minto-Brown should be
managed.The Management Recommendations Sheets (from the
committee game packets) will guide the students through this
process and be helpful in organizing their thoughts for the
class presentation.
Presentation preparation:
4.The members of the committee work together to plan their
presentation to give to the whole class.At this point
students may want to do additional research to add
credibility to their concerns and recommendations.Each
committee can write their recommendations on butcher paper
and post these when making their presentations.
Committee presentations for the task force meeting:
5.When all of the committees have decided on their
recommendations, and planned their presentations, the whole
class will come together for the task force meeting.The
teacher may take on the role of chairperson (facilitator)
for the meeting.63
Optional opening statement from the chairperson:
I would like to thank you all for coming here today to
work on amanagement plan for Minto-Brown Island Park.As
you all know, Minto-Brown is a park within Salem city
limits.It is currently a wildlife refuge and includes
biking and jogging trails as well as a commercial farming
operation.Recently, there have been concerns about the
farming and pesticide use in the park.We're here today to
discuss these issues and come to an agreement on how to best
manage the park.
6.It may be helpful to remind students that although they
will be acting out roles that are sometimes conflicting,
they need to respect the opinions of the other members and
try to understand their perspectives.
7.Each committee will make their presentations to the
class.Students should take notes to help them remember the
important points of each committee.After each
presentation, members of the other committees can ask
questions and bring up differences of opinion.
Moving towards compromise and consensus:
8.The following homework assignment will help the class to
make the shift from defending individual committee positions
towards coming to consensus on park management.First, each
student should look over their notes from the presentations
and write down one part of each committee's recommendations
that he or she could accept and one part, if any, that he or
she cannot accept and why.Second, each student should
write down a couple ideas for compromise.64
9.In the final meeting, students can discuss the following
questions and their ideas from the homework to try to reach
a consensus on how to manage the park.
Discussion questions for the task force meeting:
Did all of the committees come up with the same
recommendations?How were they different?Why are
they different?
Do you all agree with each recommendation?Who or what
would benefit from each recommendation?Who or what
might be harmed by each recommendation?
How can we modify some of these recommendations to make
them better?
Why do some committees contradict others (i.e. some say
pesticides are adequately tested for safety and others
say they are not safe)?How do we know who or what to
believe?
Should we be satisfied by the "expert opinions"given
in the viewpoint papers or are there some questions for
which we need more information before making important
management decisions?
What types of information might help us make our
decisions?
For example:
I.List of pesticides currently used at the park
and their toxicology and restrictions (i.e. impact
on wetlands, effects on non-target organisms,
levels of toxicity in humans, etc.)65
2.Community survey on what people like about
Minto-Brown (e.g. Do recreationists at the park
enjoy seeing a farming operation up close?)
What experiments or studies might be done to give you
the information you need?
Is there anything you would like to add or change for
the master plan?
Does your master plan require any funding?If so,
where might the funding come from?(e.g. an entrance
fee at the park, taxes, grant from conservation groups
or E.P.A., etc.)
Post role-play discussion:
10.Following the role-play, the class should discuss the
experience as a whole.At this point, the roles are dropped
and students speak from their own perspective.The
discussion may start at a personal level as students talk
about how they felt discussing opposing viewpoints and
trying to come to consensus.Thediscussion can then move
on to some of the larger issues involved.
The following questions may facilitate discussion:
During the role-play, some of you may have had to argue
for an opinion with which you didn't really agree.How
did that feel?Was it hard to do?
How did you feel about expressing opinions that were
different than others in the class?How did you feel
when others disagreed with you?66
Was it hard to understand other points of view?What
did people say to help you to understand their
perspective?
Did you change your mind on some things after hearing
other committees give their presentations?Which
things and why?
Would yelling and name-calling help the process of
decision-making?What if it seemed as if no one was
listening to you?
Why do people have such different viewpoints concerning
the risks of pesticide use and how the park should be
managed?
What might be influencing their opinions?
Was there a specific part of the management plan (or
question) that was particularly hard to agree on as a
class?Why?
What were some advantages and disadvantages to having
people with such conflicting opinions trying to make
decisions?
Do you feel The Master Plan will serve all three groups
using the park?
Can you think of other situations in which people
disagree(d) over the use of an area?
Based on your experiences in this activity, what
suggestions would you give to other people trying to
work out land use conflicts?COMMITTEE GAME PACKETS:
Farm Chemicals Association
Viewpoint Paper
67
You are no longer a student in an Oregon school; you
have a new identity now.You work for an organization
that helps make laws about the use of farm chemicals.
You make sure that the laws are fair to the chemical
industry and the farmers.
The following statements represent your opinions based on
your experiences and education in this field:
Pesticides are safe:
People get very emotional about the use of pesticides.
Their fears about pesticides often are not based on good
scientific studies.You can't believe everything you read
about pesticides.
A pesticide must undergo years of careful testing
costing millions of dollars before the Environmental
Protection Agency and Food and Drug Administration say it is
safe to use.Pesticides developed today are much safer than
they were in the past.
If farm chemicals are applied following the directions
on the label, they won't harm wildlife or human park
visitors.Pesticides are just like any other product.If
they are used carefully, they are safe.They are only
dangerous if they are handled improperly.
There don't appear to be any problems with pesticides
getting into the groundwater around Salem.
The farmer at Minto-Brown is very careful with pesticides:
The farmer at Minto-Brown is one of the most
outstanding land managers in Oregon.He runs a very safe68
farming operation and he applies pesticides only when needed
and in the safest manner possible.He uses pesticides
because they are the best method available today to control
pests.
Pesticides are beneficial:
Pesticides are currently the best and cheapest tools
farmers have for controlling farm pests like weeds and
insects.In river bottom land, like at Minto-Brown, it
would be very hard to grow crops without using some
pesticides.
It's not just farmers who use pesticides:
It isn't fair to point the finger at farming.People
living in the city benefit from using pesticides to control
household insects and mice.Pesticides are also used to
kill weeds, insects and slugs in lawns and gardens.Park
managers use pesticides to get rid of thorny bushes,
poisonous plants and mosquitos.
Minto-Brown Park may be useful for public education:
Because the general public gets so worried about
pesticides, there are certain chemicals farmers can't use
anymore.If many pesticides are banned, farmers may have a
hard time controlling the pests in their crops.Minto-Brown
represents a great opportunity for the public to learn more
about farming by actually seeing it in progress.People
will be less worried about the use of pesticides on farms if
they learn more about it.69
Management Recommendations Worksheets
[]Check off the box next to each question or instruction
after you have completed it.By the end of your committee
discussions you should have all the boxes checked.
**Remember, the groups now using the park include:
1. recreationists (people that use the park for
recreation.)
2.wildlife that make the park their home for
all or part of the year.
3. the farming family who makes part of their
living growing crops at Minto-Brown.
0 Read the ViewpointPaper for the Farm Chemicals
Association.
Remember your new identity as you discuss the following
questions and answer as you think the Farm Chemicals
Association would answer.Refer to the Viewpoint Paper to
help you do this.
Park management questions:
0Do you think that the farmer's use of pesticides at
Minto-Brown park is dangerous for recreationists or
wildlife?[1 Why or why not?How do you know?
Is the farmer at Minto-Brown careful with pesticides?
Why does the farmer at Minto-Brown use pesticides?
70
[] Do you think that pesticides should be banned from the
park?ORIf not a complete ban, should the farmer's
use of pesticides be limited in some way?(In addition
to the laws already in place from the Environmental
Protection Agency.)
[] Why or why not?
[IWhat would happen to the farmer if pesticides
were banned from the park?[1Does anyone other than the farmer use pesticides at
the park?If so, what are they used for?
[1 How would a pesticide ban affect the park in
ways other than farming?
[]Who, if anyone, benefits by having farming at the
park?
[1 How are they benefitted?
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Preparing Your Presentation
In your presentation you are trying to help the other task
force members to understand your perspective on pesticides,
farming and Minto-Brown Park management.
1. You can start by sharing your answers to the worksheet
questions with the class.
2. Add any interesting ideas from your discussion that you
think would be valuable for the rest of the task force
to know.Remember, you feel you are right about these
things and you want these other people to understand.
3. After giving the class this background, you can propose
your recommendations for the following three subjects:
I. Pesticide use in the park.
2. Farming in the park (continue farming? continue with
changes?).
3. Educational projects, research projects, or other
special projects to include at the park.73
Figure 1:
Farm Chemicals Association Name Tags
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Viewpoint Paper
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You are no longer a student in an Oregon school; you
have a new identity.You work for an organization that
strives to protect wildlife and their habitat.
The following statements represent your opinions based on
your experiences and education:
Minto-Brown Island Park is protected as a Wildlife Refuge:
This means that our most important goal in managing the
park should be to make sure wildlife is protected.The park
is more than just one farmer's private field; there are
people and wildlife there too.
The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife has listed
several animals at Minto-Brown as "sensitive species".This
means that habitat in Oregon for these animals is
decreasing.Because habitat is being lost in Oregon, we
should be especially careful to preserve the remaining
habitat for these animals and others in the park.These
"sensitive species" include the dusky Canada goose, the
western painted turtle, and the Willamette Valley
meadowlark.
Preserving wildlife benefits humans too:
Our organization has 700 members that use Minto-Brown
for bird-watching.Other people also like to go to the park
to observe and photograph wildlife.
There should be controls on what chemicals can be used in
the park:
Our organization became concerned about pesticide use
in the park because we felt there was not enough control
over the use of chemicals at Minto-Brown by park managers75
and farmers.For example, the herbicide "Dinoseb" was used
in the past at the park and now it has been banned by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency because they don't
think it is safe to use.What if the farmer is using
chemicals now that will be banned in the future for safety
reasons?!
Pesticides may be dangerous to humans and wildlife at the
park:
Pets might drink from puddles or children might run
through a field after chemicals have been sprayed.
Pesticides are poisonous and may make these pets and kids
sick.
Also, if certain farm chemicals are used next to
wetlands they could contaminate the water and cause problems
for wildlife populations.Wetlands provide habitat for many
plants and animals in the park.
Minto-Brown Park could educate people about safer
alternatives to pesticides:
The family that farms at Minto-Brown is a group of
really great, cooperative people.They are willing to try
alternatives that reduce or eliminate the need for some
chemicals as long as the alternatives are practical for use
on their farm.Since the management techniques used in the
Minto-Brown fields are so visible to the general public,
this could be a good opportunity to give other farmers ideas
on how they can reduce pesticide use on their farms.
It would be better if the farmer could farm organically
(farming without any human-made chemicals).However, we
know that it may not be possible for someone with a large
farming operation to just stop using pesticides immediately
as the modern system of farming has developed around the use
of chemicals.Even if pesticide use can't be eliminated
from the park at once, pesticide use could at least be
decreased.76
Management Recommendations Worksheets
[]Check off the box next to each question or instruction
after you have completed it.By the end of your committee
discussions you should have all the boxes checked.
**Remember, the groups now using the park include:
1. recreationists (people that use the park for
recreation.)
2. wildlife that make the park their home for
all or part of the year.
3. the farming family who makes part of their
living growing crops at Minto-Brown.
[]Read the Viewpoint Paper for the Society of Wildlife
Protection.
Remember your new identity as you discuss the following
questions and answer as you think the Society of Wildlife
Protection would answer.Refer to the Viewpoint Paper to
help you do this.
Park management questions:
[]What is the most important management goal at Minto-
Brown Park?[1
[1
[1Why is this important?
Who benefits from having wildlife protected at Minto-
Brown?How are they benefitted?
Do you think that the farmer's use of pesticides at
Minto-Brown park is dangerous for recreationists or
wildlife?
0 Why or why not?How do you know?
77
[J Do you think that pesticides should be banned from the
park?ORIf not a complete ban, should the farmer's
use of pesticides be limited in some way?(In addition
to the laws already in place from the Environmental
Protection Agency.)
[1Why or why not?Who or what would benefit and
how?[1
[]
What would happen to the farmer if pesticides were
banned from the park?
[1 Could he continue to farm without pesticides?
78
Should farming be continued at Minto-Brown park?What
are the benefits of having farming at the park?
[] How could farming at the park be improved to make it
better for everyone, including wildlife?
[1 How would this be better than how it is done now?79
Preparing Your Presentation
In your presentation you are trying to help the other task
force members to understand your perspective on pesticides,
farming and Minto-Brown Park management.
1. You can start by sharing your answers to the worksheet
questions with the class.
2. Add any interesting ideas from your discussion that you
think would be valuable for the rest of the task force
to know.Remember, you feel you are right about these
things and you want these other people to understand.
3. After giving the class this background, you can propose
your recommendations for the following three subjects:
1. Pesticide use in the park.
2. Farming in the park (continue farming? continue with
changes?).
3. Educational projects, research projects, or other
special projects to include at the park.80
Figure 2:
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You are no longer a student in an Oregon school; you
have a new identity.You work for an organization that
certifies qualified farmers to be "Organic Growers".
In general, "Organic Farming" is done without the use
of human-made pesticides or fertilizers.Your
organization also encourages research to help find new
alternatives to pesticides.
The following statements represent your opinions based on
your experiences and education:
We simply do not know enough about the safety of pesticides:
Part of the problem with using so many pesticides over
large farm fields is that we simply don't know all the
effects these chemicals may have on wildlife, human beings
and the quality of our soil, air and water.There are many
tests that must be done to register a pesticide for use in
the U.S. but these tests do not include everything that
could be affected by the pesticide.
Pesticides can end up in places where they cause problems:
If pesticides are applied with a plane, the spray can
drift away from the farm field and cause problems for
wildlife.Studies done in Oregon and elsewhere in the U.S.
show that some pesticides are present in groundwater and
farm wells.
People who practice organic farming are dedicated to
finding ways to grow food that don't carry the risk of
pesticides.
Current farming systems are based on continued supply of
cheap fossil fuels:82
Oil and gas are used to make farm chemicals, to
transport the chemicals to the farm, to run farm machinery
and to transport food to consumers.Most of the food we buy
in the city was grown hundreds or thousands of miles away
and was transported by planes and trucks using fossil fuels.
These fossil fuels will not last forever:
The proven world reserves of oil are estimated to last
us another 40 years and the proven world reserves of natural
gas are estimated to last us 60 years.Within our lifetimes
there will have to be some big changes in how we produce our
food.The current methods of farming with huge farms,
machinery and chemicals will soon become too expensive as
fuel supplies decrease.
Minto-Brown Park could be used to educate people about
organic farming:
Right now only a few crops are grown at Minto-Brown and
much of the harvest is shipped to other parts of the state.
Another option for farming at the park would be to grow many
different vegetable crops and see how much of Salem could be
fed from the 240 acres. There would be higher human labor
costs for planting and harvesting but shipping costs would
be small since the harvest would go right to Salem.By
growing a variety of crops, the farmer would be able to
plant a different crop in each field each year.This
practice reduces pest problems and the need for pesticides.
Before a farmer can risk using a new farming method he
or she wants to see it working successfully on a real farm.
Research done at Minto-Brown could be important for showing
other farmers alternative farming techniques that use less
chemicals.Decreasing the use of purchased chemicals saves
the farmer money and reduces risks associated with
pesticides.83
Management Recommendations Worksheets
[]Check off the box next to each question or instruction
after you have completed it.By the end of your committee
discussions you should have all the boxes checked.
**Remember, the groups now using the park include:
1. recreationists (people that use the park for
recreation.)
2. wildlife that make the park their home for
all or part of the year.
3. the farming family who makes part of their
living growing crops at Minto-Brown.
0 Read the ViewpointPaper for the Organic Growers'
Association.
Remember your new identity as you discuss the following
questions and answer as you think the Organic Growers'
Association would answer.Refer to the Viewpoint Paper to
help you do this.
Park management questions:
0 Do you think that the farmer's use of pesticides at
Minto-Brown park may be dangerous for recreationists or
wildlife?84
Why or why not?How do you know?
Is pesticide safety testing adequate?How do you
know?
[]Do you think that pesticides should be banned from the
[1
park?ORIf not a complete ban, should the farmer's
use of pesticides be limited in some way?(In addition
to the laws already in place from the Environmental
Protection Agency.)
[] Why or why not?
Do you think we can continue current farming practices
into the future?(for the next 100 years or so?)
[]Do you have any ideas for different ways farming could
be done at the park?[1
[1
85
What are your ideas and how would they improve
the present situation?
Who would benefit?What would the drawbacks be?
[]Why might Minto-Brown Park be a good place to try out
[1
El
an alternative way of farming?
If your ideas were accepted, would the farmer be able
to do most of the work alone as he does now?
[]Why or why not?
[]Could that be a problem?How could it be solved?
How would these changes in farming practices affect
people visiting the park?86
Preparing Your Presentation
In your presentation you are trying to help the other task
force members to understand your perspective on pesticides,
farming and Minto-Brown Park management.
1. You can start by sharing your answers to the worksheet
questions with the class.
2. Add any interesting ideas from your discussion that you
think would be valuable for the rest of the task force
to know.Remember, you feel you are right about these
things and you want these other people to understand.
3. After giving the class this background, you can propose
your recommendations for the following three subjects:
I. Pesticide use in the park.
2. Farming in the park (continue farming? continue with
changes?).
3. Educational projects, research projects, or other
special projects to include at the park.87
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Viewpoint Paper
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You are no longer a student in an Oregon school; you
have a new identity.You are a farmer raising crops in
the Willamette Valley.Some of your fields are located
in Minto-Brown Island City Park.
The following statements represent your opinions based on
your experiences and education:
Minto-Brown Park has land that I can afford to use:
I started farming at Minto-Brown because I wanted to
expand my farming operation.I couldn't afford to buy any
more land because it has gotten too expensive these days.
By paying part of the property taxes at Minto-Brown and
providing food for wildlife, I can farm here without paying
a high rent for the land.
Farming at the park provides great educational
possibilities:
Minto-Brown Park provides a good opportunity for people
to see how the food they buy in the store is actually grown.
I enjoy talking to the park "regulars" who stop to talk with
me about what I'm doing.Since this is a public park, it is
important to show people what's going on.
What consumers do at the grocery store has a big impact on
how farming is done:
People may say they don't want farmers using
pesticides, but their actions speak louder than their words.
When the average consumer goes to the store they tend to buy
the "perfect" fruits and vegetables without any worm holes
or brown spots.This puts pressure on me to get rid of any
pests that may make my crop look less than perfect.If I89
don't get rid of pests then I won't get top dollar for my
produce.If people are willing to pay a little extra to get
"organic produce" (crops grown without human-made
pesticides), then more farmers will grow crops without using
these chemicals.
Pesticides seem to be necessary for today's farming style:
I have to earn enough money to support my family.If
weeds or rot show up in my field, I need to get rid of them
so I will have a decent crop to sell at theend of the
season.Basically, I use pesticides because I have seen
that they work.That's how modern farming is done.
I am worried that alternatives to pesticides will be
more expensive and less effective thanchemicals.I need to
see that a farming technique will reallywork before I want
to risk trying it on my land.
I am very interested in participating in research to look
for alternatives:
I am open to working with scientists on research
projects in my fields.If we are able to find ways to
reduce my pesticide and fertilizer costs and protect the
environment, I'm happy to try them!Farmers that are going
to be successful businesspeople 10 years down the road have
to be willing to change and try new ideas.
Everyone who shares the land needs to be willing to work
together:
As a farmer in a public park, I hear a lot about the
public's concerns about pesticides and am aware of the
potential risks of my farming practices.It is important
for everyone involved to listen to each other'sviewpoints.
It is good for me to hear the concerns of wildlife and
recreationists and it is important for them to understand my
needs and limitations as well.Open communication can help
everyone at Minto-Brown work towards a commongoal.90
Management Recommendations Worksheets
[]Check off the box next to each question or instruction
after you have completed it.By the end of your committee
discussions you should have all the boxes checked.
**Remember, the groups now using the park include:
1. recreationists (people that use the park for
recreation.)
2. wildlife that make the park their home for
all or part of the year.
3. the farming family who makes part of their
living growing crops at Minto-Brown.
[]Read the Viewpoint Paper for the Farmer.
Remember your new identity as you discuss the following
questions and answer as you think the Farmer would answer.
Refer to the Viewpoint Paper to help you do this.
Park management questions:
[]Why did you start farming at the park?What benefits
does farming there have for you?[1 How does farming in the park benefit the community?
91
[]Many people say they are concerned about pesticide use
on farms.Do their actions say something different?
How do people in the cities affect how farming is done?
[]Why might this be important?
[] Why do you use pesticides?
[1 Are you interested in looking for alternatives to
pesticides?
[]Why?What may be the benefits of reducing
pesticide use?
OR... (next page)[1
[]
[]Why not?What may be the risks of reducing
pesticide use?
If there was funding (money) and time, would you like
to do more public education programs at the park?
0 Ifso, what would you like to do?
Do you want research to continue on your fields?
[]Why or why not?
[]What would you like to have researched?
9293
Preparing Your Presentation
In your presentation you are trying to help the other task
force members to understand your perspective on pesticides,
farming and Minto-Brown Park management.
1. You can start by sharing your answers to the worksheet
questions with the class.
2. Add any interesting ideas from your discussion that you
think would be valuable for the rest of the task force
to know.Remember, you feel you are right about these
things and you want these other people to understand.
3. After giving the class this background, you can propose
your recommendations for the following three subjects:
1. Pesticide use in the park.
2. Farming in the park (continue farming? continue with
changes?).
3. Educational projects, research projects, or other
special projects to include at the park.94
Figure 4:
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Parks and Recreation Department
Viewpoint Paper
You are no longer a student in an Oregon school; you
have a new identity.You work for the city parks and
recreation department.Your goal is to make sure that
city parks meet the needs of the local community.
The following statements represent your opinions based on
your experiences and education:
The major goal for managing Minto-Brown is human recreation:
This park was purchased to provide a recreational area
for the community, so that aspect of the park is a priority.
However, since people seem to enjoy the farming and the
wildlife at the park we will work to keep both of these
elements as important parts of the park as well.
The farmer seems to be careful with pesticides:
The farmer does what he can to reduce any pesticide
risks. He uses a variety of management techniques so he
doesn't need to spray often.When he does use chemicals, he
puts up signs to let people know where, when and what he
will spray.We feel confident that the farmer is running a
safe operation.
Farming, wildlife protection and recreation work well
together at the park:
Many people come out to the park to see wild plants and
animals and to be "surrounded by nature".People visiting
Minto-Brown also seem to like having farming close to the
city so they can watch the change in seasons, from planting
to harvest.The combination of wetlands, forest and farm
fields creates a nice atmosphere for biking, jogging and96
picnicking.Wildlife and farming seem to fit well together
too since the farmer provides wildlife food for the winter.
Minto-Brown provides a model for different groups sharing
the land:
Cities are spreading and taking up land.Because of
this, farmers, people in the city, and wildlife will have to
share more of the same space in the future.Minto-Brown
Park provides a good model for examining some of the
conflicts that may arise when these different groups have to
share the same area.The park also provides a good example
of how to make these different uses of the land more
compatible.
Some improvements should be made for wildlife habitat:
Animals who live in the forested part of Minto-Brown
Park need protection when they travel from one patch of
trees and shrubs to another.If an animal has to cross a
large farm field, it is in danger of being spotted by a
predator and eaten.Because of this, we are trying to plant
more trees and shrubs next to farm fields.These trees and
shrubs provide a wildlife corridor from one patch of forest
to another.
Unfortunately we don't have enough staff or money to
get all these trees and shrubs planted.In addition, the
first two summers after being planted, the trees need to be
watered twice a week from June to August.If they aren't
watered they will probably die.We would like suggestions
from the task force on how to deal with this issue.97
Management Recommendations Worksheets
0 Check off the box next to each question or instruction
after you have completed it.By the end of your committee
discussions you should have all the boxes checked.
**Remember, the groups now using the park include:
1.recreationists (people that use the park for
recreation.)
2. wildlife that make the park their home for
all or part of the year.
3. the farming family who makes part of their
living growing crops at Minto-Brown.
0 Read the Viewpoint Paper for the Parks and Recreation
Department.
Remember your new identity as you discuss the following
questions and answer as you think the Parks and Recreation
Department would answer.Refer to the Viewpoint Paper to
help you do this.
Park management questions:
[]What is the main management goal for Minto-Brown park?98
[1 Why is this the main goal?
[]How do farming and wildlife protection fit in with
this management goal at Minto-Brown?
[I Do you think that the farmer's use of pesticides at
Minto-Brown park is dangerous for recreationists or
wildlife?
[] Why or why not?How do you know?
[IWhat can people learn from the situation at Minto-
Brown?
[] Why might this be important?
[]What types of management projects would you like to
recommend to the task force?99
[]Why are these projects important?
1[1What difficulties might there be in carrying out these
projects?
[]How might these difficulties be overcome?100
Preparing Your Presentation
In your presentation you are trying to help the other task
force members to understand your perspective on pesticides,
farming and Minto-Brown Park management.
1. You can start by sharing your answers to the worksheet
questions with the class.
2. Add any interesting ideas from your discussion that you
think would be valuable for the rest of the task force
to know.Remember, you feel you are right about these
things and you want these other people to understand.
3. After giving the class this background, you can propose
your recommendations for the following three subjects:
1. Pesticide use in the park.
2. Farming in the park (continue farming? continue with
changes?).
3. Educational projects, research projects, or other
special projects to include at the park.101
Figure 5:
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CLASSROOM GAME: FIND YOUR HABITAT
OBJECTIVES:
Students will recognize that habitats must be protected
for wild animals to survive.
Students will be able to identify the important habitat
requirements for specific local animals.
CONCEPTS:
Each animal species has its own set of specific habitat
requirements.
Some species can live in a variety of habitats while
others have very narrow habitat requirements.
By leaving some wooded and wetland areas on their farms
and providing hedgerows as wildlife corridors, farmers
can provide habitat for animals in addition to
providing food for humans.
VOCABULARY: (see glossary, pg 162 for definitions)
Amphibian Hedgerow Sensitive-
Aquatic- Hibernate species
vegetation Mammal Snag
Cover Predator Submerged log
Diversity Prey Wetland
Habitat Reptile Wildlife-
corridor103
GAME PIECES:(Pages 111-125 give information found on
animal and habitat cards in the teaching kit in Salem.In
the teaching kit version of this game, each card is
illustrated and contains information for only one animal or
habitat.)
1) 22 Different animal cards, each with the animal's
habitat requirements.
2) 4 Different habitat cards, each with a list of the
habitat's attributes.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Getting Started:
If students have not yet been introduced to the concept of
"habitat", you may wish to use part of the flip-chart to
introduce this activity.
1) Give each student an "ANIMAL" card or a "HABITAT" card
(For a class of 30, hand out all 22 animal cards and 2
of each of the habitat cards.If you have < 30
students, distribute at least one of each habitat type
and check animal/habitat list on TM pg xx to make sure
you include at least one animal for eachhabitat type.)
Students should not show anyone what is written inside
their card.NOTE: As the habitat cards typically
contain the most information, it may be best to give
these cards to students with good reading skills.
2) Give students a few minutes to read their cards and ask
questions.
Playing the Game:
3) Station the students with habitat cards around the
room.Students holding the same habitat cards could be
located in the same area.104
4) The ANIMALS visit the different habitats, eachtrying
to find a HABITAT that meets all of its needs.The
animal determines if a habitat is appropriate byasking
students with habitat cards questions about what the
habitat can provide.However, only yes\no answers are
allowed!The student with theanimal card may not ask
what the habitat name is.
For example:If a student has an animal card that says
she needs to have mud in which to hide from predators,
she asks a student with a habitat card if he has any
mud in his habitat.The student with the habitat card
checks to see if his card says he has any mud.If it
doesn't, he says "no" and the animal must go to another
habitat.If he does have mud, he says "yes" and the
animal can keep asking him yes\no questions until she
gets a no or until she finds that all of her habitat
requirements are met.
5) Once an animal finds a habitat that meets all of his or
her basic food and shelter requirements (listed on the
animal card), that animal will stay with that habitat
until the game ends.Several animals may use the same
habitat. (See "Variations" pg 107).
Important Notes:
** Since there are more animals than habitats, theanimals
must take turns asking questions at a given habitat.
You may want to specify a set number of questions an
animal can ask before letting other animals have a
turn.
** If an animal card lists several different food items,
that animal must find a habitat that provides at least105
two of the different foods in its diet.In addition,
any underlined features must be presentin the habitat
(e.g. an animal's principle food item).
Ending the game:
6) The game comes to a close when all the animals have
found a habitat.For the discussion, have the animals
sit in a group with the habitat they chose, combining
all representatives for a given habitat (and their
animals) together.
7) For each habitat, discuss the diversity of animals that
can live there, these animals' habitatrequirements,
and any characteristics that may be unique to that
habitat.You may also want to verify that all the
animals chose appropriate habitats (See Animal/Habitat
List pg 110).
Carrying capacity may also be addressed at this point;
see Variation #1.
Post-game discussion:
Animal questions:
Which animals are "predator species" (eat other
animals)?Which animals are "prey species" (are
eaten)?Are there any animals that could be considered
both "predator" and "prey" species?
This information is given on animal cards.Do you
think a habitat could support more predators than
prey?Why or why not?
Since prey species may be small and/or hard to
find and catch, there must be many more prey106
animals in a habitat than predators to provide
enough food for the predators.
Are there any animals that can only live in one or two
of the habitat types?Which animals are these?
See Animal/Habitat List at the end of these
instructions.
Which animals seem best adapted to living in "human
habitats" (agricultural land)?
See Animal/Habitat List at the end of these
instructions.
Habitat questions:
Which habitats have the greatest variety of animals?
Why?
The wetland habitat has a variety and abundance of
food and cover for many different animals.The
least number of animals are found in Ag habitat #1
because there is very little cover and little
diversity in food items available.
What would happen if all the wetlands were drained and
used for growing food and other products for humans?
Conversely, what would happen if all farmland was
converted back to forests, grasslands and wetlands?
What effects might our increasing human population have
upon wildlife?
What kinds of compromises can be made to provide
habitat for humans and habitat for wildlife?107
What can farmers do to help wildlife and still provide
food for people?
Leave portions of the farm "wild" for the animals.
What can other people do to provide more animal habitat
in cities and at home?
Why might the managers of Minto-Brown Park like to keep
part of the park "messy" with lots of shrubs, snags,
logs falling into the ponds and sticks, leaves and nuts
all over the place?
This "messiness" is an important source of food
and shelter for a variety of animals.
Why might the managers of Minto-Brown Park like to
maintain a variety of habitats?
Greater wildlife diversity.
VARIATIONS:
# 1. Diminishing habitat size and carrying capacity:
Concepts:
Habitats cannot sustain an unlimited number of animals.
The quality of a habitat affects the number of animals
that can live there.
Instructions:
1) Before the game begins, designate a carrying
capacity* (numbers of animals a habitat can
support) for each different habitat, but don't108
reveal the numbers to the students yet.As in
musical chairs, the carrying capacity of all the
habitats combined must be less than the number of
animals playing the game.
You can keep this simple by establishing a flat
number of animals for each habitat.For example,
for a class of 30 students, you could designate a
carrying capacity of 5 animals in the forest
habitats combined, 6 animals in the wetland
habitats combined, 4 animals in the Ag Habitats #2
combined, and 2 animals in Ag habitats # 1
combined.This results in only 17 out of the 22
animals surviving.)
**OR**
You can make it more realistic by restricting
categories of animals.For example, you can
designate a carrying capacity of 2 predators and 3
small prey in the forest habitats combined, 2
predators and 4 small or medium sized prey in the
wetlands combined, 1 predator and 3 small prey in
Ag habitats # 2 combined and 1 predator and 1 prey
in Ag habitats # 1 combined.
These carrying capacities are actually indicating the
number of additional animals the habitat can support; it is
assumed that some animals were already living in the
habitats before the students started playing the game.
2) Play the game according to the original
instructions.Once the animals have found their
habitats, reveal the carrying capacity of each
habitat.If the number of animals in the habitat
(after combining animals of like habitats) exceeds
the carrying capacity for that habitat then the
"excess animals" must die.The students with the109
habitat cards should keep track of which animals
got to them first as these animals will have
"seniority" when determining who will survive and
who won't.(This assumes that the animal reaching
the habitat first has the greatest ecological
fitness -- better chance at survival and
reproduction.)
# 2.Changing landscapes:
Concepts:
When humans change the landscape, certain animals
successfully adapt to the new environment while others
do not survive.
Loss of animal diversity follows loss of habitat
diversity.
Instructions:
1) After playing the game once with a variety of
habitat cards (see pg 103), replace the forest and
wetland habitat cards with Agriculture #1 or #2
cards.
2) After students have had some time to look for
habitats, stop the game.In this version, not all
students will be able to find a habitat.Those
that do not find a habitat will not survive.110
ANIMAL / HABITAT LIST:
(for "Find Your Habitat")
Note: This is not a complete species list for any of these
habitats.This list only includes the animals and habitat
descriptions included in this game.To get a complete
species list for a particular area see your local Department
of Fish and Wildlife.
Forest: Belted kingfisher, raccoon, opossum, black-tailed
deer, deer mouse, beaver, western gray squirrel, gray fox,
gopher snake, striped skunk, bobcat, northern goshawk and
mink.
Wetland: Belted kingfisher, raccoon, opossum, deer mouse,
beaver, western gray squirrel, striped skunk, Canada goose,
western painted turtle, green-winged teal, great blue heron,
bullfrog, rough-skinned newt, and mink.
Agricultural habitat # 1: Deer mouse, western gray squirrel,
gopher snake, and striped skunk.
Agricultural habitat #2: Raccoon, opossum, black-tailed
deer, deer mouse, western gray squirrel, western meadowlark,
gray fox, California quail, gopher snake, northern harrier,
striped skunk, and bobcat. Note: This habitat can provide
feeding grounds for Canada geese but they typically fly to
an area with open water to rest free from predators.111
ANIMAL /HABITAT CARDS:
Canada Goose
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This bird eats aquatic (water) plants and insects.In
addition, this species has learned to graze on grasses and
grain found in agricultural fields.
SHELTER-For its winter habitat, the Canada goose needs an
open area of slow-moving water inwhich to rest, protected
from predators.
SPECIAL NOTE-Most Canada geese migrate north in the spring
to breed so they are typically only in Oregon for the winter.
They have additional habitat needs in their breeding grounds
farther north.
Raccoon
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD- This medium-sized mammal eats insects, frogs, crayfish,
fruits, nuts and bird eggs.
SHELTER-Raccoons make a den high above the ground in a
hollow tree to keep their young safe from predators.They may
also make their den in a ground burrow or tall marsh grasses.
To escape predators, a raccoon may climb a tree.112
Western Painted Turtle
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-These reptiles eat aquatic (water) plants, insects,
crayfish, frogs and snails. Painted turtles must be underwater
to eat.
SHELTER- These turtles spend some time on land but mostly are
in shallow water.To escape from predators they hide in soft
mud under the water.To keep their shells healthy they crawl
out of the water on to partially submerged logs and bask in
the sun.
SPECIAL NOTE-The western painted turtle is listed as a
sensitive species by the Oregon Department ofFish and
Wildlife. The number of these animalsin the wildis
decreasing because their habitat is being drained for building
and farming.
Opossum
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD- This medium-sized marsupial (a mammal that carries its
young in a pouch) eats mostly insects but also frogs, fruits,
nuts, seeds and sometimes bird eggs.
SHELTER-The opossum makes a den in an abandoned burrow in
the ground or in a hollow tree.113
Black-Tailed Deer
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This large mammal browses on shrubs, new twigs, and
occasionally small plants.
SHELTER-This large mammal needs to have some shrubs and
trees for hiding itself and its fawns from predators.When
the sun shines through the leaves overhead it creates a
dappled shade pattern on the ground which blends in with the
fawn's spots.
Deer Mouse
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This small mammal eats insects,grains,and other
seeds.
SHELTER-Some type of small plant cover is important to
protect this little animal from its numerous predators.Mice
use grasses or moss to build a nest for their babies.114
Beaver
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD- This medium-sized mammal eats the tender inner bark of
small trees like aspen, willow and maple that grow near water.
They also eat aquatic plants and algae.
SHELTER-The beaver builds its home in a stream or pond out
of tree branches and mud.This location protects them from
predators and gives them a place to store their food for
winter.
Western Gray Squirrel
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD- This small mammal primarily eats nuts (such as acorns),
but also eats seeds and fruits.
SHELTER- Squirrels use sticks and leaves to build their nests
high in the trees where they are protected from predators.115
Western Meadowlark
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This small bird eats insects, fruits, seeds and small
grains.Native grasslands provided the best food and shelter
in the past.Now, if there is adequate shelter available,
western meadowlarks eat a lot of "pests" like weed seeds and
insects from agricultural fields.
SHELTER-Meadowlarks look for food in open grasslands and
fields (not densely wooded areas).Hedgerows with shrubs and
grasses are important for providingprotection from predators.
SPECIAL NOTE-The Willamette valley meadowlark is listed as
a sensitive species by the Oregon Departmentof Fish and
Wildlife. Their numbers are decreasing, in part, because much
of their habitat has been removed and converted to farm fields
with no hedgerows.
Gray Fox
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This medium-sized mammal eats small mammals such as
mice, rabbits and squirrels.Sometimes it will also eat
insects, fruits, nuts and eggs.
SHELTER-This predator makes a den for its young in hollow
logs or sometimes in the ground.It needs shrubs and trees
for cover while hunting its prey.To escape danger, a gray
fox can climb a tree!116
California Quail
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This medium-sized bird eats seeds and tender, young
plant shoots.California quail often feed in open fields or
grasslands near good cover for quick escapes from predators.
SHELTER- Dense shrub and grass cover (hedgerows, for example)
provide cover and protect the quail from hawks and other
predators.They nest in tall, leafy shrubs or trees at night
to protect them from owls while they sleep.
Green-Winged Teal
Habitat Requirements
FOOD-This small duck eats aquatic (water) plants, such as
duckweed and algae, as well as seeds from marsh plants.
SHELTER- This bird needs dense marsh grasses and cattails in
which to hide from predators such as hawks.117
Great Blue Heron
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This large bird feeds by wading into slow-moving,
shallow water and then waiting for a fish to swimwithin reach
of its long bill.It also will eat crayfish, frogs, insects
and mice.
SHELTER-Great blue herons make big, platform nests out of
sticks and leaves in the tops of tall trees.Building the
nest high above the ground is important to protect the young
from predators such as raccoons.
Gopher Snake
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This predator mainly eats small mammals such as mice,
and sometimes small birds and eggs.
SHELTER-This reptile hides in small mammal burrows and
clumps of grass or other plants.It is also able to dig its
own hole.118
Rough-Skinned Newt
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This small amphibian eats snails, worms, spiders and
insects such as dragonflies.
SHELTER-Newts hide beneath rotting logs or stumps when the
weather gets dry or cold.
BREEDING-Amphibians must have water to breed.The rough
skinned newt is not a strong swimmer so it must have slow-
moving water.They lay their eggs underwater attached to the
plants.
Bullfrog
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This medium sized amphibian eats earthworms, snails,
crayfish, small fish, and insects such as dragonflies. It
usually swallows its food underwater.
SHELTER-When it gets cold, bullfrogs hibernate in the mud.
This animal hides from predators,such as mink,in the
cattails and other aquatic (water) plants surrounding slow-
moving water.
BREEDING- Amphibians must have water to breed.Bullfrogs lay
their eggs underwater, attached to the plants.119
Belted Kingfisher
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This medium-sized bird dives into streams or ponds to
catch fish and crayfish.The young birds learn to fish by
perching on a low tree branch over the water and diving after
food its parents drop into the water.
SHELTER- Belted kingfishers dig out tunnels in muddy or sandy
stream banks and lay their eggs inside.
Northern Harrier
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This predatory bird hunts by circling and flying low
over open fields or grasslands (not densely woodedareas)
looking for small mammals such as mice.
SHELTER-This hawk builds its nest on the ground out of
grasses and twigs protected by shrubs.
Northern Goshawk
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This predatory bird hunts by flying rapidly after its
prey through dense trees.Northern goshawks eat mainly small
birds and some small mammals (such as mice).
SHELTER-Northern goshawks make their nests out of twigs in
talltreeswheretheir young willbesafefromother
predators.120
Bobcat
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This predator mainly eats small mammals such as mice,
rabbits and squirrels.Bobcats will also eat birds, snakes
and lizards.This cat doesn't chase its prey for long
distances so it must have dense shrubs in which to hidewhile
it waits for its prey to come close enough to pounce on.
SHELTER-Bobcats make their dens in hollow trees and logs or
in a dense patch of shrubs.
Striped Skunk
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD- This small mammal eats insects, fruits, lizards, frogs,
fish,eggs,and crayfish.Its diet also includes small
mammals, such as mice, moles and chipmunks
SHELTER- This bold animal is not afraid of humans and doesn't
need to hide from predators.(Can you guess why?!)It makes
its winter den in a hollow log or digs a deep burrow.It will
sometimes make its home under buildings and woodpiles.121
Mink
Habitat Requirements:
FOOD-This medium-sized predator eats fish, snakes, frogs,
insects, and small mammals such as mice and rats.
SHELTER-This mammal makes its den in an old muskrat den or
other hole in a stream bank or hollow log.Mink hunt near
streams and ponds surrounded by trees, shrubs or tall grasses.
It stays away from open fields where it might bespotted by a
bobcat, hawk or owl that could eat it.122
Agricultural Habitat # 1
Key Features:
** This habitat provides large amounts of foodfor human
beings in the form of crops(corn,wheat,soybeans,
etc.).
** Small bunches of grasses found around farmbuildings
and fences only provide enough food and cover for small
animals (such as mice or snakes).
** Mice and insects in the large open fields providefood
for some predators.
** Spilled grain near and inside farmbuildings provide
additional food for small mammals.
Important Note:
** There are a few trees providing nuts,sticks and
leaves next to the farm buildings. However, because the
trees are so close to humans only a few small mammals
(such as squirrels)and birds use them for habitat.
There are no hedgerows to provide cover for larger
animals such as quail or fox.123
Agricultural Habitat # 2
Key Features:
** This habitat provides large amounts offood for human
beings in the form of crops (corn, wheat, soybeans etc.)
**Frequent hedgerows with small trees,shrubsand
grasses produce fruits, nuts and seedsproviding food for
a variety of mammals andbirds.These hedgerows also
provide cover and nesting materials for small andmedium-
sized animals (such as quail and foxes).
** Large open fields provide goodhunting grounds for
predators looking for prey like small birds and mammals.
An abundance of insects in the fields andhedgerows serve
as an important food source.
** A winter cover crop provides seeds andtender green
shoots for some types of birds and mammals.124
Wetland Habitat
Key Features:
** There is a large open area of slow-movingwater at the
center of this wetland surrounded by cattails, rushesand
tall grasses.These plants provide tall, dense cover and
nesting materials for a variety of animals.
** The food available includes fish, frogs,crayfish,
snails,bird eggs and abundant insects.Other food
available includes aquatic plants like duckweed andalgae
and seeds from marsh plants.
** On the higher, drier land surroundingthis wetland is
a dense stand of trees providing nuts,sticks and leaves.
Someofthese treesare willow and maple. Snags
(standing dead trees) with holes and rotting logs provide
homes for a variety of animals.
** Sticking out of the water are partially submergedlogs
and rocks that animals use for sunbathing.
** Soft mud under the water provides a placefor some
animals to escape from predators and to hibernate.125
Forest Habitat
Key Features:
**The fruits, nuts, twigs and bark from avariety of
tree and shrub species provide food for manydifferent
animals in this densely wooded area.
** Small mammals (such as mice andsquirrels), and birds
provide food for a variety of predators.
**A small, fast-moving creek runs throughthis forest
providing a source of drinking water as well asfish,
insects, crayfish and frogs for food.Thick shrubs and
other vegetation surround the stream providing coverfor
predators and prey.Next to the stream grow willow and
aspen trees.
**Snags (standing dead trees) and hollow logs onthe
ground are used for dens by several differentanimals.
**Small open areas in the forest provide a variety of
shrubs, grasses and other small plants for food.126
EXPERIMENTS AND OTHER ACTIVITIES:
USING THIS PART OF THE KIT:
In this section are suggestions forresearch projects,
a closure activity, and alist of resources with additional
"hands-on" ideas for incorporating agricultureinto the
science curriculum.These activities explore themes and
concepts addressed in other parts of this kit.Some of the
activities can be used as classroom demonstrationswhile
others can be developed (by students) intoscientific
experiments or observational studies.The project "Design A
Future Farm" acts as a good closure andevaluation activity
as students incorporate what they havelearned in other
sections of the kit in designing their own farm.Following
this section are ideas for field trip activities at the
park.
SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY:
Learning about how scientific research is done canbe
as important as the subjectinvestigated.If students are
not yet familiar with the process of scientificinquiry, an
excellent resource for teaching students thebasics is:
Students and Research: Practical Strategies forScience
Classrooms and Competitions (Julie H. Cothron, Ronald N.
Giese, and Richard J. Rezba. 1989. Kendall/Hunt Co.,
Dubuque, IA).
After participating in some of the otheractivities
from this kit, students may have some questions theywould
like to pursue and ideas for experiments they wouldlike to
conduct.In addition, the resources listed inthis section
contain ideas for experiments to get students started.To
facilitate student involvement in the experimentaldesign
process, have students constructtheir own hypotheses, list
the variables they think will be a part of theexperiment,127
list which variables will be held constant,decide what will
serve as a standard forcomparison (the control) and decide
on sample size.It may be useful to have students workin
teams to accomplish this as they can pooltheir knowledge
and discuss their ideas.After students conduct the
experiments they can write up a simple report with the
following sections: introduction, materials andmethods,
results, and conclusions.Students can present their
experiment at a science fair or hold a "scientific
conference" in the classroom.
Resources for agriculture related scienceprojects:
Contact the Bottle Biology and Fast Plants Program,
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Dept. of Plant Pathology,
1630 Linden Dr., Madison, WI 53706, (608)263-5645:
Bottle Biology Project. 1991.Compost Columns;
Composting with a Wiggle; EcoColumns: Fast Plants and
Bioassays.
Contact your local Soil Conservation Serviceoffice:
United States Dept. of Agriculture (USDA) and theSoil
Conservation Service (SCS). 1986.Teaching Soil and
Water Conservation: A Classroom and FieldGuide.
Contact your local Environmental Protection Agencyoffice:
United States Environmental Protection Agency, Office
of Water. 1990.Science Demonstration Projects in
Drinking Water (Grades K-12).128
Grow some "lunch plants":
Have students bring in a variety of containers.Old
small crates from the garage, tin cans, or othercontainers
that were going to be thrown away or recycled would be
great.Students can conduct experiments in these containers
throughout the year.Students can try to grow some "lunch
plants" by bringing in seeds from fruits and "vegetables"
(botanically speaking, the flesh surrounding the seeds of a
plant is a fruit) in their lunches or from home.Some seeds
may germinate right away but some may notuntil spring or
until they have had certain requirements met.For example,
some seeds may remain dormant (won'tgerminate) until they
have received certain treatments such as abrasion or
cracking of the seed coat, temperature fluctuations or
exposure to light and/or moisture.Many of the seeds may
not germinate at all.To avoid disappointment, try this
with many seeds from a variety of sources.Potato eyes (not
actually seeds, but whole potato plants can be grown from an
"eye"), beans or nuts that have not been roasted may work
also.
Each student could keep a "lunch plant journal" for the
whole year in which they write about which seeds grew best,
which didn't germinate, etc.By pooling their notes from
these preliminary observations, the class may come up with
some interesting hypotheses about growing "lunchplants".
They could write down these hypotheses and design scientific
experiments to test some of them.
Design a future farm:
This exercise challenges student ingenuity and
understanding of various factors involved in responsible
land use.Students can synthesize information from other
sections of the kit and take it a step further to design
their own progressive farm.129
Instructions:
Students design a farm for the future describing it in
pictures and words.This farm does not necessarily need to
be realistically feasible given current technology and
understanding of the natural world.They can be as creative
and unusual as they like with the design as long as they can
explain how each feature satisfies a consumer need, benefits
the farmer, benefits the environment, provides plant and
animal habitat or is beneficial in some other way.Often
the most successful farmers are those that are creative.
Those who are willing to try something new and sometimes
strange can be more successful economically and ecologically
than those who are not so resourceful.(Remember the farmer
that "put the weeds to work" from the flip-chart?).
Students may wish to include research projects or working
agreements with scientists as part of their future farm.
(Hint: Using recycled materials of some kind often saves
money and helps with waste problems in the environment).
Students could begin this project by researching some
of the different crops grown in Oregon (or a broader
geographic range).Then, as a class, make a list of as many
farm products they can think of and from there students can
let their imaginations fly as to what their farm will
produce.To provide structure and focus to this assignment
have students answer the following questions as they design
their farms:
1. What will your farm produce?Will you have a
variety of products or just one? Remember farms
can provide non-food products and services (for
example: wool from sheep, beeswax and pollination
for orchards from bees and fuel from corn).130
2. Will you provide habitat for wildlife?Why or why
not?If yes, how will you accomplish this?What
types of habitat?What kinds of wildlife?
3. How will you keep pests from becoming a problem?
4. Will you need many helpers or machinery on your
farm? What will you need to buy each year and what
can you produce yourself?131
FIELD TRIP ACTIVITIES
For more information on potential speakers for field trips
to Minto-Brown Park contact the Salem Community Relations
Department (399-3074).The following activities are
suggestions for what to do on a field trip to the park.
SOIL LIFE STUDY:
Objectives:
Students will examine and discuss the diversity and
importance of life in the soil.
Students will make hypotheses about diversity and
abundance of soil organisms from different habitats and
compare soil samples taken from different habitats at
Minto-Brown Park.
Note:Please call the Salem Parks and Recreation Department
before going to Minto-Brown to collect soil samples so they
are aware of what you are doing and why.
Preparation:
Before going on the field trip, set up a soil life
examination station in the classroom.To separate animals
from the soil, a jar and funnel system can be used (see
figure on next page).Sou-
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Tape a funnel (this can be
made from a plastic 2 liter
bottle) to a jar lined with a
moist paper towel.Set up a
lamp with a 40-60 watt bulb
over the funnel.To keep the
soil from falling into the
hote c.c.ctjar, a circular piece of
window screen should be set in 41111
the funnel.If using a
Screen
plastic bottle as a funnel,
wedge the outer rim of a
plastic lid above the neck of
the bottle and rest the screen
on top of the lid.
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Figure 6: Funnel / Jar System
Set up a funnel/jar system for each habitat type
examined.After the field trip, students can put the soil
samples in the funnels.The heat from the lamp dries out
the soil from the top.The animals burrow down in the soil
to get away from the dry heat and fall into the jar.
Because many of the animals will be very small (<2mm
long), dissecting microscopes and/or magnifying glasses
should be used.To facilitate soil animal identification,
books pertaining to soil animals can be checked out from the
library.The Practical Entomologist (by Rick Imes. 1992.
Simon and Schuster Inc., New York) is well written and
appropriate for 6th graders.Bug Wise: Thirty Incredible
Insect Investigations and Arachnid Activities (by Pamela
Hickman. 1990. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company Inc.,
Massachusetts) provides some good ideas for additional
activities students may want to pursue.
Another resource available is an amazing videotape that
reveals the interactions between soil organisms.The title133
is "Creatures of the Forest Soil" and it can be checked out
from Andrew Moldenke, Dept. of Entomology, Oregon State
University.(Note: I would advise previewing this tape as
the predatory activity is quite graphic.)
Vocabulary:
(See glossary, pg 162 for definitions.)
Decomposer Herbivore Organism
Detritivore Hypothesis Predator
Microorganism
Pre-trip discussion:
Before going on the field trip, discuss what lives in
the soil and why the living portion of the soil is so
important.The following questions may facilitate
discussion.
What lives in the soil?
Producers: (make food using the sun's energy)
Plants (the roots live in the soil) and algae.
Herbivores (mostly plant-eaters) and Detritivores: (eat
mostly dead plants)
Large mammals such as ground squirrels, gophers,
woodchucks and mice.Insects such as springtails,
termites, beetles and grubs (larvae).Other
invertebrates (animals without a backbone) such as
millipedes, mites, slugs, snails and earthworms.
Microscopic organisms such as nematodes, protozoa and
rotifers.134
Predators: (mostly eat other animals)
Moles, ants, beetles, mites, centipedes,
pseudoscorpions and spiders.
Decomposers: (break down plant and animal matter, the
final step) Bacteria and fungi, the most numerous
organisms in the soil!These microorganisms are very
important for finishing the process of recycling dead
plants and animals into soil and nutrients for plants.
Why is this soil life so important to us?Hint: Where do
all the leaves go that fall off the forest trees in autumn?
Do they pile up year after year?
The organisms in the soil are responsible for recycling
all those leaves and other materials, such as animal
remains, that land on the soil.Detritivores, such as
millipedes and snails do the first step by processing
dead plants into smaller pieces.Bacteria and fungi
decompose (break down) dead material releasing
nutrients to be used by plants or stored in the soil.
How do these organisms (plants, animals, fungi) improve the
physical structure (texture) of the soil?
Animals that burrow in the soil mix the soil and
"loosen it up" so that plant roots andanimals can
penetrate.Earthworms are very important for
preventing the soil from becoming hard and compacted.
The soil organisms process and distribute the pieces of
dead plant and animal matter throughout the soil
improving the soil texture.When the soil texture is
good, rain sinks in instead of washing off the surface
and eroding the soil.135
What do farmers think of the life in the soil?Do you think
they care?
Farmers know that the organisms in the soil are
important for keeping the soil healthy and good for
growing plants.Some farmers leave crop residue (the
part that isn't harvested) on the soil to help"feed"
the soil animals and improve the texture of thesoil.
Some of the soil life causes problems forthe farmer
too.Certain kinds of fungi, bacteria and nematodes
are "pests" and can damage the crop.It is difficult
to control these "pests" in the soil withoutdecreasing
the beneficial soil organisms.
What factors may affect the abundance and variety of
organisms in the soil?
Students may have a variety of answers to this
question.Some factors that affect abundance and
diversity of soil life are acidity, moisture, amount of
dead plant and animal matter in or on the soil surface,
cultivation etc.
Do you think that soil under wetlands,agricultural fields,
grasslands and forests will have differences in the types
and amounts of soil organisms?
Based on their answers to the last two questions
students can make some predictions (hypotheses) aboutsoil
organisms in different habitats either as a class or
individually.Students can test their hypotheses on the
field trip and back in the classroom.The class should
discuss how they will test their hypotheses.As part of the136
study design students should address sample size,variables,
etc.For example, what problem might result if only one
sample is taken from each area?
That particular sample may not be representative of the
habitat in general.
Instructions for sample gathering and analysis:
Students can gather soil samples from different
habitats at Minto-Brown including the farm fields, wetland,
forested area and grassy areas.Careful notes should be
taken regarding the habitat from which each sample wastaken
and site conditions (soil moisture, light, amount ofplant
and animal matter, etc.).
Back in the classroom, the soil samples from a given
habitat can be combined.Before placing the sample in the
funnel, students should sift through the soil by hand and
remove large soil creatures.The rest of the soil is then
placed in a funnel.Repeat this for each habitat type.
Most of the soil creatures should crawl out of the soil
within a few days depending on the soil moisture.Students
can check the bottles periodically to see what newsoil
animals have appeared.
Note:While most of the soil creatures the students
find are not harmful, some centipedes and millipedes
may cause some problems.To avoid getting pinched,
students should not handle centipedes > 3 cm long.If
students handle millipedes with orange or yellow spots,
they should wash their hands immediately after because
the colored spots mark glands that release a toxin.137
Students can use dissecting scopes and/or hand lenses
to examine the soil animals.Library books will facilitate
animal identification.Students should set up a data sheet
and record their results including drawings and written
observations.
After counting and describing the different types of
soil creatures they find, students can compare/contrast the
amounts and kinds of soil organisms found in each habitat
type.Do the students' observations support their
hypotheses?Students can revise their hypotheses and
discuss ideas for more experiments based on their
observations at the park and back in the classroom.
Variations for this activity:
Earthworm populations in different areas of the park
can be examined.This could be part of a long term
experiment in which 5th or 6th graders monitor worm
populations in various fields at Minto-Brown from year to
year.Correlations between earthworm numbers and rainfall
data, crops planted that year (or previous years), soil
acidity, soil moisture or other factors could be explored.
Additional experiments in the classroom could be done to
explore the effects worms have on soil.
Students can also draw food webs based on the organisms
they found in their soil samples.
OTHER FIELD TRIP ACTIVITIES:
Students can make field ecology notebooks to bring on
the field trip.In these notebooks they can record their
observations, drawings, ideas for experiments, questions and
notes on any data they may be collecting at the park.Note:
Collecting plants in the park is prohibited.138
Exploring different habitats with 5 senses:
To facilitate careful observation in the different
habitats at the park, set aside 5-10 minutes to have
students sit quietly "alone" (at least 10 feet away from a
neighbor) in each habitat.This may be accomplished best if
there are helpers along and the class can be split into
smaller groups.While they are sitting, have students try
to use each of their senses individually and write down what
they experience.They could begin by closing their eyes and
take a deep breath...how does it smell?Does this habitat
smell different from the others?Why?What sounds can they
hear?What do they see when they look straight up?What do
they see when they lay on their stomachs and look at just a
few square inches on the ground?
Have students do this activity in a couple different
habitats of the park.Discuss how the habitats differed and
what stayed the same.
Find your habitat reprise:
(This will be most effective if students have played the
Habitat Game.)
Have the students imagine they are animals looking for
habitat.The class can then visit some of the different
habitats at the park and decide what each place has to offer
in terms of food and shelter for different animal species.
Students can also look for animal clues (evidence that an
animal has been there) as mentioned on page 2 of the flip
chart. (Table 2) Bring along a copy of A Field Guide to
Animal Tracks to help identify animal clues (by O.J. Murie
from the Peterson Field Guide Series, Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1974).139
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APPENDIX 1:
INCORPORATING AGRICULTURE INTO THE ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM.
Most of our society is removed from the process of
growing food.Only 2% of the U.S. population is intimately
involved in actually raising food and fiber.This
disassociation from food production is evident by student
responses when exposed to agriculture.Students in one
Oregon classroom were shocked when they learned from a
visiting farmer that the vegetables they ate were grown in
the "dirt" (Denison 1991).In Iowa, where agriculture
dominates the economy, junior high campers were repulsed by
the thought of drinking the pasteurized milk that came out
of a cow they had just milked (Hanson 1986).Not only are
urban youth physically removed from farming, they do not
learn much about agriculture in schools either.As a
result, our society is becoming disassociated from the land
and the resources upon which we depend to grow our food
(Moore 1987; NRC 1988).
The lack of first-hand experience or knowledge about
farming in the U.S. is a concern among scientists as many
current environmental issues are strongly linked to
agriculture (NRC 1989; Henderson 1992).In addition to
resource degradation, there is growing concernabout our
ability to grow enough food for an expanding global
population (Brown 1989).Sustainability of current
agricultural practices is in question, particularly in
regard to the finite availability of fossil fuels (NRC
1989).Encouraging agricultural literacy with a fundamental
appreciation for our dependance on limited resources for
food production is important to prepare future generations
for making informed decisions on environmental and
sustainability issues (Moore 1987; Braverman and Rilla 1991;
King 1991; Henderson 1992).
Support for incorporating agriculture into science at
the pre-college level comes from a variety of sources.
Recommendations from the National Research Council emphasize
including agricultural literacy programs in the public
school curriculum (NRC 1988).A survey conducted in
California indicated that many county and district education
administrators and cooperative extension directors are
supportive of incorporating agricultural literacy into
science and social studies (Braverman and Rilla 1991).
Educators at the college level advocate integrating
agriculture with primary and secondary biological studies as
a way to increase the relevance ofscience to students and
increase interest in studying plants (Hershey 1992).
Overall, the time is right for incorporating agricultural
issues into the elementary curriculum.
The Minto-Brown Island Park Agricultural Project,
headed by John Burt, Jayne Mickles and the Minto-Brown Task
force, was funded by a seed grant from the city of Salem and146
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a $45,000 grant by EPA in 1990.This project was initiated
in response to public concerns about pesticide usein the
park.Minto-Brown is a multi-use city park in Salem, OR
including a wildlife refuge and 240 acres of farm fields.
The diverse task force has designed an outdoorpublic
education program to address issues on sustainabilityin
agriculture and how agriculture affects wildlife andsociety
in general.Mette Hanson has designed the accompanying
agricultural education curricular unit for 5th and 6th
graders to be used in conjunction with field trips tothe
park.This unit can also be contained in the classroom if
field trips cannot be arranged.APPENDIX 1:
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Ever since Rachel Carson published"Silent Spring" in
1962, the general public's opinion ofpesticides has shifted
from complacent ignorance to a level ofserious concern
(Wilkinson 1987).As a result of pressure from thegeneral
public and scientists, pesticide regulation andtesting has
increased in the past couple decades, withecological risk
assessment becoming increasingly importantfor EPA
(Bascietto et al. 1990).Although there appears to be
general agreement about the hazards oforganochlorine
pesticides (e.g. DDT) used in the past in the U.S.,there
still appears to be much disagreement over thedegree to
which contemporary pesticide use affectswildlife.One
extension agent's argument that today's chemicals are
"infinitely safer than those of the pastgeneration"
(Ragsdale 1991) is rebutted by anotheragricultural
scientist who argues that deaths of severalmillion birds
each year from pesticide use does notexemplify an
"infinitely safer" situation (Pimentel 1991).A closer
examination of current pesticide testing practicesand
pesticide / wildlife incidents provides a framework to
address this issue.
Historical pesticide use
Of all modern pesticides, the most harmfulto wildlife
populations have been the organochlorines such as DDT
(Jenkins 1984). Significant negative impacts of
organochlorines on the populations of several species are
well documented (Peterle 1991).Most famous (or infamous)
was the eggshell thinning that wasespecially devastating to
predatory bird populations such as the bald eagle(Wiemeyer
et al. 1984).The characteristics that have made thisclass
of chemicals such a problem include theability to dissolve
in fat, promoting bioaccumulation as it moves upthe food
chain; chemical stability, allowing persistencein the
environment for many years and widespreaddispersal via air
and water currents; and the ability todisrupt breeding
success at sublethal levels(Jenkins 1984).The current
level of pesticide testing aims to preventthe wide-scale
release of compounds with this particularlyrisky
combination of properties.
Pesticide testing and registration
An elaborate and expensive evaluation processis
required by law before a pesticide is registered byE.P.A.
Toxicity tests are performed on fish, birds andmammals
addressing both acute and chronic effects.This process
typically involves 6-7 years of research costing$10 to $20
million (Applebee 1991).According to the U.S. Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, it must be
determined that a product will not cause "unreasonable149
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adverse effects on the environment" for it to bereleased
(Fite 1990).Do current pesticide testing methods
adequately assess potential impacts on wildlifeand the
environment?Chemical companies claim their laboratory
tests are exhaustive and that overall, testingis adequate
for wildlife protection (Riley 1990).However, others have
argued that these tests are not infallible indetermining
potential effects of pesticides on wildlife.
Testing starts in the lab with mammalian and avian
toxicity tests.Acute and chronic effects on mammals are
evaluated primarily for extrapolation to humans(Riley
1990).If there is potential for wildlife toreceive long
term exposure to the chemical or if mammalstudies indicate
potential for reproductive problems, the effects onavian
reproduction are examined (Fite 1990).If a chemical
produces a strong reproductive or mutagenic effectin
mammals relative to the proposed use rate,it is rejected
(Riley 1990).Feeding habits of mammals and birds,
environmental concentrations and toxicity of thechemical
are used in estimating the safetyof the compound.
Chemicals with high animal toxicity may still beregistered
if there is a wide safety margin between the amountwildlife
are exposed to and the concentrationof the chemical that
would be lethal (Riley 1990).Field studies are considered
if estimated environmental concentrations exceed thelowest
amount that elicits a biological response in thelab or if
any uncertainty remains regardingthe safety of the
pesticide (Fite 1990; Riley 1990).
A major assumption inherent in currentpesticide
research protocol is that the species used to assess
toxicity are representative of wildlife species ingeneral.
However, sensitivity to a toxic substance may varyby two
orders of magnitude within a taxonomic group (Everts1990).
An example of this was observed in GreatBritain involving
the organophosphorus insecticide, carbophenothion.
Toxicological studies using "representative species"
suggested that carbophenothion posed little danger tobirds
(Jenkins 1984).As it turned out, geese in the genus Anser
were unusually sensitive to thiscompound and several
hundred were killed after eating corn dressed withthe
chemical in Scotland (Jenkins 1984).The manufacturers have
since restricted its use to Wales and England where these
sensitive species do not live (Jenkins 1984).One might
argue that unanticipated accidents such asthese are
uncommon and, as in this case, thesituation may be easily
rectified by limiting use.However, populations of
endangered species may not be able to tolerate manyof these
accidents.Additionally, incidents may not always be this
visible or responded to this quickly.Although lab research
does probably screen out the most hazardousmaterials, it
seems unwise to place too muchconfidence in the results
obtained only in the lab.150
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Another reservation about the adequacy ofpesticide
research for wildlife is that it is notpossible to address
all of the ramifications of sublethal effectsby typical lab
testing procedures.For example, altered courtship behavior
has been observed in the field afterpesticide exposure
(Grue et al. 1983). This may have significanteffects on
breeding success in the wild and is not likely tobe
observable under artificial laboratoryconditions.Weight
loss and other effects accompanyingpesticide exposure can
interact with naturally occurring extremes intemperature,
nutritional status, water availability and disease,putting
animals at greater risk than experimental exposure tothe
pesticide alone might indicate (Grue et al. 1983;Hoffman et
al. 1990).
Although mammalian and avian responses topesticides
have been tested quite extensively, otherclasses of animals
are virtually ignored.For example, little data are
available on pesticide toxicology in amphibians andreptiles
(Hall 1980; Hoffman et al. 1990).Reptiles may actually be
more sensitive to some pesticidesthan birds and mammals as
reptiles have a relatively slow metabolic rate andtherefore
reduced ability to detoxify contaminants quickly(Hall et
al. 1980).There have been reports of reptile kills dueto
direct exposure to pesticides as well as secondary exposure
from consuming affected prey (Hall et al. 1980).Although
this class of animals may not have the same popularappeal
as birds and mammals, they are anintegral part of
ecosystems and closer examination of their responseto
pesticides should be considered.
Effects of selected contemporary pesticides onwildlife
Organophosphorus (OP) and carbamate compounds are
widely used insecticides that inhibit the enzyme
acetylcholinesterase (Hoffman et al. 1990).Persistence of
OP compounds ranges from a few hours toseveral weeks in the
environment (Grue et al 1983).There is significant concern
over the potential effects of thesechemicals on wildlife.
A review article cited 31 confirmedincidents of wildlife
mortality due to OP poisonings in North Americawith only a
small number known to be associated withimproper use (Grue
et al 1983).
In particular, there is concern about the useof these
compounds in the prairie pothole region ofcentral North
America.Extensive drainage of the area has occurred for
agricultural purposes leaving waterfowl with only 35% ofthe
original area for habitat (Hoffman et al. 1990).With this
reduction of wetlands, the quality of the remaininghabitat
becomes increasingly important for maintainingbreeding
populations of waterfowl.There appears to be great
potential for aerially applied agricultural chemicals to
pollute these remaining wetlands (Sheehan et al. 1987;Tome
1991).This is a significant concern as the OP and151
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carbamate compounds most widely used in theregion are
highly toxic to aquatic invertebrates (e.g.insect larvae)
and birds (Hoffman et al. 1990;Martin 1991).Substantial
decreases in invertebrate speciesdiversity and abundance
have been observed in response tosynthetic pyrethroid
applications (Tome et al. 1991) with little recoveryfor up
to 4 months and occasionally up to one year(Sheehan et al.
1987).With multiple applications in a season, these
pesticides may significantly impact ducklingdevelopment by
diminishing an important source of protein (Sheehanet al.
1987).This decrease in food availability mayhave
contributed to the low duckling survival observedin a study
in the wetland areas of North Dakota.Duckling survival was
only 3.8% in areas treated with ethylparathion compared to
52% survival of controls (Tome et al. 1991).
Carbofuran, a broad-spectrum carbamateinsecticide, has
been under special review since 1985 dueto its effects on
wildlife.Risk assessment of this chemical has led the
Office of Pesticide Programs to proposecancellation of
granular carbofuran due to its detrimentaleffects on birds
(Bascietto 1990).This is the first time that EPA has
proposed a total ban on a pesticide basedsolely on its
effect on wildlife (Taylor 1989).Carbofuran, in its
granular form has been classed as extremelytoxic (LD50 <
10mg/kg...LD50 refers to the amount of activeingredient per
kg of body weight that is lethal to 50% ofthe animals
tested) in avian acute toxicity assessments(Balcomb 1984).
Die-offs associated with carbofuran have been reportedto
Patuxent Wildlife Research station and elsewhere.However,
it is unlikely that the number of incidentsis at all
representative as only cases involving largebirds or large
numbers of birds in highly populated areas aretypically
noticed and reported (Balcomb et al. 1984; Hall1987).
Estimates extrapolated from a field study ofwildlife
mortality following a typical carbofuranapplication suggest
that 0.4 million to over 1 million birds arekilled annually
by standard farming procedures using thischemical (Balcomb
1984).This indicates that the combined effects of
unreported poisonings are probably moresignificant to
wildlife populations than spectacular incidentssuch as the
poisoning of - 200 Canada Geese that fed in analfalfa field
sprayed with carbofuran (Taylor 1989).
Recommendations for future research
While documentation for organophosphorus andcarbamate
compounds indicate severe effects inwildlife occurring
under field conditions, informationis lacking for many
other classes of compounds (Kjolholt 1990).Furthermore,
the lack of information on pesticideimpacts on wildlife at
the population level is a common lamentin most articles on
wildlife toxicology.At an international workshop in
Cambridge, UK scientists met in an attempt toreach152
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consensus on recommendations toimprove this situation
(Somerville 1990).They agreed that field testing is
ultimately the best method to assess theimpact of a
pesticide on wildlife (after preliminarytoxicological
studies in lab) but were concerned thatstandardized
protocol was lacking at the national andinternational level
for conducting these studies (Somerville1990).
Recommendations included measuring environmental
distribution and fate of pesticides related to thelikely
exposure of wildlife;conducting trials which represent the
proposed pattern of use of a pesticide;directing resources
towards investigating realisticallyattainable information
such as mortality and sub-lethal consequencesrather than
indirect effects which are generally impossibleto isolate
and quantify; and incorporatingpopulation surveys,
behavioral and biochemical investigations whereappropriate.
Planned, proactive monitoring of populations atrisk and
surveillance using reactive investigations ofpesticide /
wildlife incidents were also recommended as complementaryto
pre-registration experiments.
The use of certain animals asbiomonitors in the field
may provide valuable informationunattainable in the lab.
European Starlings have been used to evaluatenestling and
fledgling success in fields treated with methylparathion
(Kendall 1992).These birds are particularly well suited
for study as they are widespreadgeographically; they eat
terrestrial invertebrates, which are likely to havebeen in
close proximity to pesticides; and they toleratehandling
and monitoring well.As an introduced species they are
considered somewhat of a pest, which increases thegeneral
acceptance of their use in research (Kendall 1992).By using
artificial nest boxes to enhance local populationsit is
relatively easy to get a large synchronousbreeding
population at one site for evaluating reproductive success
(Kendall 1992).However, as in lab experiments using
representative species, one must remain aware of the
assumptions involved in extrapolating results to other
species.
Evaluation of reported incidents indicate thatfactors
other than toxicity are significant indetermining the
effects of pesticides on wildlife (Grue et al.1983).
Application methodology, pesticide formulation,timing and
number of applications, type of habitat treatedand
abundance and diversity of wildlife all contributeto the
level of risk associated with pesticide use(Grue et al.
1983).For example, both paraquat andorganophosphorus
compounds appear to be more embryotoxic to mallard eggswhen
applied in oil mixtures than in aqueous solutions(Eisler
1990; Hoffman et al. 1990).Consideration of all these
factors is important in conducting research andmaking
recommendations and restrictions on pesticide use.
Because of the complexities inunderstanding pesticide153
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effects on wildlife populations, it is probablybest to
begin research from several vantage points.An integrated
strategy to assess population response topesticides (both
potential and actual) should include: 1) labtesting for
preliminary screening to guide field research; 2)controlled
field experiments in which interactions between
environmental factors and pesticides can beexamined; and 3)
observational field ecology studies in polluted areasto
look at reproduction and mortality in naturalpopulations
and correlate this information withcontaminant levels in
these animals and the environment (Hoffman et al.1990)
Conclusion
As wildlife populations face many hazards,not the
least of which is loss of habitat to agriculturalpractices,
it is difficult to isolate the level of riskassociated with
pesticide use only.Although, in general, pesticides used
today seem to carry fewer hazards than theorganochlorines
used widely in the past, there are stillsignificant numbers
of wildlife kills associated with pesticide useeach year.
The combined impact at the population level ofdirect kills,
sublethal and indirect effects is not clear.The risks for
certain areas, such as the prairie pothole area, seemquite
great and stricter regulation of OP and carbamatecompounds
in these areas should be considered to protect these
sensitive breeding grounds.
As more data are amassed, ecologicalmodelling may
provide better predictability at the population level and
may be important in makinginformed decisions on pesticide
use for a particular area.For now, the potential risk to
wildlife provides additional rationale for exploring
alternatives to pesticides for modern farming.154
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What is sustainable agriculture?The answer depends
largely on who one asks.There is a proliferation of
definitions describing sustainable agriculture alongwith
related fields known as alternative, low-input,organic and
ecological agriculture.The most basic connection between
these groups seems to be in their criticism ofwhat is
commonly referred to as "conventionalagriculture".
Criticisms of "conventional agriculture"
Conventional agriculture (practiced on the majority of
farmland in the U.S.) is characterized as beinghighly
mechanized with few farmers working on large, capital-
intensive farms (Beus et al 1991).The emphasis in these
specialized systems is on high yields, made possibleby
additions of off-farm inputs including manufactured
fertilizers and pesticides(Beus et al. 1991; Fretz 1991).
These practices are considered "high-input" and"resource
depleting" by alternative activists (Fretz 1991).
Mainstream agriculture has developed under a socialparadigm
which asserts that growth and progress are innately
desirable, that nature should be subdued and put to use,and
that science and technology will providesolutions to our
problems in this endeavor (Beus et al 1991).The people
involved in the sustainable / alternative agriculture
movement as a whole disagree with these basicpremises
proposing fundamental changes they deem necessary toprovide
a clean environment and food forfuture generations (Madden
1989).Specifically, the movement has grown out of concern
regarding the negative impacts of conventional agriculture
systems including soil erosion, water pollution from
agricultural chemicals and sediment, depletion of our
"renewable" and non-renewable natural resources and
potential health and environmental risks associatedwith
pesticides (Madden 1989; Fretz 1991).The desire for change
arose also out of concern over the lossof rural community
cohesiveness (Beus et al. 1991).Additional recent concerns
include increased monetary costs of farm chemicals,
increased pest resistance to chemicals, and destruction of
natural pest controls (Frances and Youngberg 1990).
Alternatives to conventional agriculture
In trying to define agricultural systems thatoffer
some alternatives to conventionalagriculture, it is easy to
become bogged down in semantics and end up withterminology
that carries no significant meaning (Lockeretz 1990).
Proponents of change in farming cannot agree onterminology
that is satisfactory, and controversy abounds overthe
various definitions (Madden 1989; Flora 1991) making a
succinct depiction here quite difficult.However, one can
safely say that the basic goals common to all types of non-158
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conventional agriculture include improving thequality of
the environment, decreasing the amount ofchemical
pesticides and fertilizers used in agriculturalsystems, and
appreciating the interconnectedness of all partsof an
agroecosystem (Crosson 1989; Batie andTaylor 1991).
While the terms low-input, organic,ecological,
alternative and sustainable systems aresometimes used
interchangeably, there are some inherentdifferences which
are useful to clarify for the purposeof discussion.
Organic farming is defined as "using nosynthetic pesticides
or nutrients" (Batie and Taylor1991).Low-input systems
strive to reduce farm chemical use andimprove the energy
efficiency of the farming operation (Lockeretz1990).
Ecological agriculture is a relatively newfield with
research and management choices based on ourunderstanding
of interactions within naturalecosystems (Lockeretz 1990).
"Alternative agriculture" is characterized by some as an
underlying belief system fundamentallydifferent from
conventional systems but by others it isapproached simply
as a set of techniques that arealternative to the
prevailing agricultural techniques (Batie andTaylor 1991).
So where does sustainableagriculture fit into all of
this?As with the other terms,"sustainable agriculture"
is in common usage but often vaguely defined(Lockeretz
1990).It is frequently used synonymouslywith alternative
agriculture and distinctions between the twowill not be
attempted within this paper.In contrast to a conventional
approach, sustainable agriculture has asits central goal
long term stabilization rather thanachieving maximum yield
each year (Altieri et al. 1983).Sustainable agriculture
may incorporate some goalsof other non-conventional systems
including reducing input costs, taking advantageof
"naturally occurring beneficial interactions",protecting
human health and preserving the resource base(NRC 1989).
Additionally, an important facet intrinsic tolong-term
viability is having the flexibility to react tochanges
which may occur in the physical, economic andpolitical
environments.In this respect " Sustainable agricultureis
as much a goal and a process as adefinable set of
techniques and practices" (Flora 1991, p. 5).
Different approaches to sustainableagriculture
There appear to be two basic approaches tosustainable
agriculture.In one, sustainable (or alternative)
agriculture is based on a belief system thatembraces a
holistic philosophy: approaching farming as a wayof life as
well as a business; maintaining vitalrural communities;
valuing nature for its own sake; andstriving to maintain a
simple, less materialistic life-style(Batie and Taylor
1991; Beus et al. 1991 ).Prominent leaders in this
movement, including Wes Jackson, Wendell Berry,Robert
Rodale and Masanobu Fukuoka, insist on areversal of urban159
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migration, not just to improve sustainabilityin
agriculture, but to promote more "energyefficient and
sustainable social structures" (Beus et al.1991).This
vision is in sharp contrast to thedirection western culture
has been heading in for the past century.To achieve these
goals would involve significant social,economic and
political modifications in addition to solvingbiological
and technical problems (Altieri et al.1983).
A second approach to sustainableagriculture places
less emphasis on fundamental philosophicalchanges in our
belief system but involves developing avariety of
alternative techniques for farmers to choosefrom as well as
a providing a directivegoal for research (Batie and Taylor
1991).The goals for this approach tosustainability
include developing systems that areenvironmentally benign,
"profitable, diversified, and capable ofmaximizing the
potential of internal resources to replaceexpensive,
energy-intensive inputs"(Keeney 1991, p. 2).This
approach is more likely to be adopted bymainstream farmers
as it does not involve such adramatic shift in personal
philosophy as the first alternative approach(Batie and
Taylor 1991).
A central theme to managing moresustainable systems
involves using information on biologicalinteractions,
individual field characteristics and potentiallocal markets
to select management practices that areleast damaging, yet
economically acceptable (Madden 1989; NRC 1989;Batie and
Taylor 1991; Beus et al. 1991).Integrated Pest Management
(I.P.M.) makes use of this knowledge to reducepesticide use
and also incorporates the use of croprotations to break
pest reproductive cycles, pest resistantcultivars and
encouragement of natural predators and parasitesof pest
species (Madden 1989).Soil management techniques include
minimizing tillage, using cover crops, livinglegume mulches
and animal manures where available(Altieri et al. 1983).
Water management may include drip irrigation,mulching and
windbreaks (Altieri et al. 1983).Overall, sustainable
techniques incorporate a range of site-specificoptions
rather than a single list of appropriatetechniques (NRC
1989; Lockeretz 1990; Fretz 1991).
Profitability in sustainable agricultural systems
An explicit goal in sustainableagriculture is
profitability.Case studies indicate that sustainable or
alternative practices can be profitable (NRC1989).Some
techniques such as I.P.M. incorporate economicthresholds
into computer models that help farmersdecide when to spray
and as a result are directly linked toprofitability.
However, many farmers perceivesustainable agriculture as
being non-profitable (Crosson 1989).In general, we simply
do not know how some of these"sustainable technologies"
compare with conventionalagriculture in terms of profit.160
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More cost / benefit research,comparing conventional and
alternative techniques, is needed to help farmersmake
educated decisions in balancingproduction objectives with
environmental protection (NRC 1989).
Obstacles to adopting "sustainablepractices"
A significant obstacle to movingtowards a more
sustainable agriculture as a nation may be relatedto
conflicting paradigms under which conventional
agriculturalists and those seeking alternatives are
operating (Beus et al. 1991).Many alternative
agriculturalists feel the conventional farmersand
businesses are interested only in money and notin the
natural resources they "exploit".Many conventional farmers
feel that the critics of currentagriculture operations are
unscientific, sentimental radicals (Beus et al.1989).
These limited viewpoints lead todefensiveness and hinder
growth in the field of sustainability.
Significant limitations in research also exist.While
a parameter such as yield isfairly straightforward to
measure, "sustainability"provides no easy indicator of
success, particularly in theshort run (Flora 1991).
Inadequate funding and pressure to publishfrequently also
limits work on long term rotations andenvironmental effects
of various farming practices (NRC 1989).
Until recently, limitations in governmentsubsidy
programs made it verydifficult for farmers to incorporate
farming alternatives such as rotation.However, there are
still short-term economic disincentives thatlimit farming
options.For example, farmers may lose moneyduring a
legume rotation because of the loss of cash cropincome for
that year (Crosson 1989).
In spite of these obstacles, themovement towards
sustainability in agriculture seems to begrowing.Given
the finite nature of our natural resources,it seems changes
will have to come at some point.The current explorations
into farming alternatives by farmers andscientists may
facilitate flexibility and sustainability inagriculture for
the future.161
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GLOSSARY
Alternative
Another choice; a different way ofdoing things.
Amphibian
A cold-blooded, vertebrate animalwith moist skin.
These animals must have water forreproduction.Some
examples are frogs, salamanders and newts.
Aquatic vegetation
Plants that grow in or under water, asin a wetland.
Beneficial insects
Insects that directly benefit humans.These include
insects that are pollinators and insectsthat eat or
parasitize "pests".
Biological control
Using predators and parasites to control"pests" in
homes, gardens, nurseries and on farms.Insects such
as ladybugs and lacewinglarvae are examples of
biological control agents.
Bird blind
A structure in which a person mayhide in order to
watch wildlife without disturbing theanimals.
Committee
A small group of people workingtogether to research a
subject or solve a problem.
Constant
In a scientific experiment, constants arevariables one
is trying to keep uniform throughout theexperiment.
For example, if studying the effectof radiation on
seeds one would try to keep light,moisture and
temperature constant for all samples.
Consumers
People using goods and services.
Contaminate
To pollute.
Control
The non-manipulated part of anexperiment, which
provides a basis for comparison.
Corridor (see Wildlife corridor)163
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Cover crop
Crops planted in the "off-season" orbetween crop rows.
Cover crops are used todecrease soil erosion, minimize
fertilizer losses from a field,provide food for
wildlife, add organic matter to thesoil, and fix
nitrogen from the air (i.e. legumessuch as clover)
providing nutrients for the next crop.
Crop residue
The part of the crop plant notharvested or removed
from the field.
Crop rotation
Planting different crops in a givenfield over several
years to break pestbiological cycles, reduce erosion
and increase or maintain soilfertility.
Decomposer
An organism (fungi orbacteria) that completes the
final step in the break down ofplant and animal
matter, releasing nutrients.
Diversity
Variety.
Ecosystem
The living and non-living componentsof an area linked
together by energy, material andnutrient flows.An
ecosystem does not necessarilyhave distinct, easily
recognizable boundaries.
Fertilizer
Plant nutrients that can be purchasedand added to the
soil to facilitate plant growth.Crops can also be
fertilized with manure, compost orplowed-in cover
crops.
Fossil fuels
Fuels such as oil, natural gas andcoal that have
formed slowly underground fromplant and animal matter.
These fuels are considered"non-renewable" because they
require very long spans of time to form.
Habitat
An area that meets a plant oranimal's basic food,
shelter and breeding requirements.
Habitat requirements
Specific conditions a plant or animal needsto survive
including food, shelter, water and space.164
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Hedgerows
Rows of shrubs, trees and otherplants growing between
agricultural fields.
Herbicide
A type of pesticide used tokill plants (weeds).
Herbivore
An animal that eats plants.
Hibernate
To spend the winter in a deep"sleep".
Hypothesis
A testable prediction based onobservations.
Inputs
Energy and materials that gointo producing a crop.
Purchased inputs include fertilizer,pesticides, seed
and fossil fuels.
Integrated Pest Management (I.P.M.)
A multifaceted approach tomanaging pests including
cultural control such as crop rotation,biological
control and judicious use of pesticidesbased on insect
counts.
Mammal
A warm-blooded furred animal that nursesits young.
Examples include bears, mice, foxes andwhales.
Microorganisms
Living things visible only under a microscope.
Nocturnal
Preferring to come out at night.
Organism
Any living thing, small or large.Examples include
plants, animals, fungi, bacteria and othermicroscopic
creatures.
Parasite
An organism that obtains its livingrequirements from
another living organism, usually to theother
organism's detriment.165
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Pesticide
A general term used todescribe chemicals used to kill
or check the growth of"pests".Types of pesticides
include herbicides for killing plants,fungicides for
limiting fungal growth, rodenticides forcontrolling
rats and mice, and insecticides forcontrolling
insects.Pesticides are used on farms, in parks,in
forests, on lawns, on gardens, andin homes.
Pesticide resistance
A pest's natural (genetic)ability to withstand or
overcome the negative effectsof a pesticide.
Predator
An animal (including insects)that eats other animals.
Prey
Animals that are hunted down and eatenby other
animals. (see predator)
Recreationists
People using a park or otherfacility for
entertainment.
Reptile
A cold-blooded animal with dry,scaly skin.Examples
of reptiles include snakes,lizards and turtles.
Residue (see crop residue)
Resistance (see pesticide resistance)
Riparian area
An area adjacent to andinfluenced by a stream or
river.
Rural
Land area out of the city, oftenassociated with
agriculture.
Sensitive species
An animal experiencingdeclining numbers and habitat as
determined by the Department of Fish andWildlife.
Snag
A standing dead tree.
Submerged log (partially submerged log)
A dead tree resting completely orpartially under
water.166
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Sustainable agriculture
There is no universal agreement on howthis is defined.
(See appendix 3). In general, to besustainable a
farming system should minimize reliance on non-
renewable resources, provide a reliableincome to the
farmer, maintain adequate food supplies andminimize
environmental degradation.
Variable
In a scientific experiment, a variableis any factor
that is potentially changeable.For example, in an
experiment on plant growth, light, temperatureand
moisture could all be variables.
Variable of interest
In a scientific experiment, one isexamining the
effects of this factor (see variable).For example, if
one is investigating theeffects of ozone on plants,
"ozone" is the variable of interest.
Wetland
A habitat characterized by waterloggedsoils and plants
adapted to this condition.
Wildlife corridor
A connection between habitats inwhich animals can
travel with relative safety.This may be a strip of
trees and shrubs providing cover foranimals moving
from one forest to another.
Wildlife refuge
A piece of land set aside forwildlife habitat.